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FOREWORD

This volume reports the findings of a student desig~ subject entitled

"Special Studies in System Engineering" offered during the spring term of

1972. Students in that subject have, each year, explored a different topic

and the results have subsequently been published, The topics chosen typ-

ically involve a broad mix of technical, social, and economic aspects and

attract students from a variety of disciplines.

The decision to have the group examine the problems fa,cing the

coastal region of Maine was based on several considerations. First, the

problems facing the region were receiving considerable attention in the

media. Increasing dema.nd for petroleum and petroleum products was forc-

ing an examination of possible sites for deep-water ports and refineries in

New England. Maine offered possibilities for both. On the other hand,

many environmentalists and residents of Maine were adamantly opposed to

any development that might detract from the unique beauty of Maine's

coastal area. The opposing sides were vocal in promoting their particular

viewpoints, but too often the arguments tended to be based more on emotion

than on fact and lacked the breadth of view needed for a full understanding

of the issues. I hoped that a student group examining the situation in an

impartial way and employing techniques as rigorous as the task warranted

would provide some important new insights that would be of value to

decision-makers.

A second consideratton in choosing the situation in Maine as a study

topic was that the area was sufficiently close to Cambridge that a certain
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amount of direct interaction with individuals and organizations in Maine was

possible, Finally, the Sea Grant Program of the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration was providing some support for the conduct of

the study and the publication of its results. Consequently, the desire was

to select a topic related to the ocean or to the coastal area,

Thc problem statement initially provided to the class cited the heated

debate in Maine between those urging development and an increase in job

opportunities and those resisting development on the grounds that it would

lead to environmental damage. The students were a.sked to examine steps

that should be taken ~f the sta.te is to achieve a balance between a reason-

able rate of economic growth and preservation of its natural environment.

They examined a variety of documents outlining past and current conditions

in Maine and proposals for specific projects such ss power plants, deep-

water ports, and refineries.

After having developed a good working knowledge of current conditions

in Maine and having considered at some length how they might most effec-

tively contribute to the development of rational plans for the state, the

students decided that they should concentrate on the development of rnethod-

ologies for planning rather than on the appraisal of specific plans and
pr o j e c ts . T his de c i s i on was ba s e d on the b el ie f tha t they c ou1d hope to a dd,

at best, only a small increment of understanding to the analysis of a partic-

ular development issue, whereas the development of methodologies that
could be used as tools for elucidating a variety of development issues would

be useful to a much larger group and over a much longer period of time.

The students formed two teams, one to develop a systems dynamics

model and the other to develop a game. Both the model and the game were

to rels.te to the coastal area of Maine and utilize data relating thereto.

Iiowever, the emphasis was to be more on developing methodologies than

on an in-depth examination of specific issues. Because of this emphasis,

we believe that although the results of the project provide some important

general guidance, more detailed follow-on work is required if full benefit

is to be derived in specific situations from the techniques illustrs.ted.

In May 1972 the class presented its results to an audience including

representatives of a variety of groups concerned with development in
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Maine a,nd other coastal areas of New England. However, considerable

further work was required to elaborate upon the results accomplished dur-

ing the term and to prepare these for publication in the present form.

Fortunately, one of the students, Charles Kaminski, agreed to carry on the

work and serve as editor for the final document. That the task was com-

pleted is due in large part to the sense of responsibility which he showed

in carrying on with this work while a student in the Harvard Business

School and having a full-time job in the summer of l973,

At the end of July 1973 the results of this work were summarized at

the Sea. Symposium held at the Maine Maritime Academy, and on August 30,

1973, Kaminski and I met with a group assembled by the Maine State Plan-

ning Office in order to play the game described in this book. Each of

these efforts helped to clarify our thoughts and thereby improve the final

documertt.

The following students participated in this effort;

~Drtme t Year

Riche.rd E. Czlapinski
S t eph e n C. Eh rm ann
Thomas M. Gea,ring
Peter C. Heinemann
Charles A. Kaminski, Jr.
Robert E, Kasameyer

Ocean Engineering
Urban Studie s k Planning
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

In addition to myself, Professor Robert E. Stickney of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering and Professor Joseph B. Lassiter III of Ocean

Engineering served as faculty advisers. John C. Artz, of the Maine
Maritime Academy in Castine, Maine, was a Visiting Engineer in Ocean

Engineering at M, I. T. at the time of this study and was an active partici-

pant in the effort.

Si-Shian Liang
Henry Montgomery, Jr.
David S, Nichols
Boonsrang Niumpradit
Ja.mes C. O' Connor
Francisco G, Restrepo
Edward W, Rich
Jean-Paul Wisniewski

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Ocean Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Harvard University,
Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences

Graduate student
Senior
G radua te s tudent
G radua te s tud on t
Graduate student
Special graduate

student
Graduate student
G r ad uate s tud cut
Graduate student
Graduate student
Graduate student
G r ad ua t e s tud e nt
Senior
Graduate student
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The follow-on work, including preparation of the final manuscript, was

supported jointly by the Henry L. and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation,

Inc., the KOAA Office of Sea Grant, Grant No NG-43-72, 1972-73 project

element "Interdisciplinary Systems Design Course," and the Ma,ssachusetts

institute of Technology.

William W. SeifertCambridge, Massachuseffs

August, 1974 Professor of Civil Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of

T echnology

I should like to thank Joan Coughlan for typing the draft of the final

report and Thomas F. Orowan for typing the copy reproduced in this book.

To Arthur J. Giordani of the Electronic Systems Labors,tory at M, I. T. goes

the credit for preparation of the figures. I also should like to acknowledge

the editorial s.ssistance provided by Mary Cox.
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PLANNING

The problem of balanced economic growth in the United States is im-

mense and baffling. Its dimensions -- to say nothing of potential directive

policies -- are not well understood. The problem is made tnore difficult by

the complex nature of the U. S. economy, particularly when it comes to de-

termining the perhaps unanticipated secondary effects of policies designed

to control it. Witness recent efforts to curb inflation while still keeping the

unemployment rate down. Neither problem seems to have been solved by

the policies initiated, 1VIany economists say that simultaneous pursuit of

these two goals is an impossible task and that at best we could have either

limited inflation or low unemployment. Others see the present situation as

the result of an apparent shift in the Phillips curve  Samuelson, 1967!, re-

flecting a change in the historical trade-off between unemployment and in-

flation.

curve? A possible answer is that the full implications of the primary and

secondary effects of the corrective policies were not fully known, studied,

or evaluated when the decisions to take action were made.

References cited in the text are listed in Appendix A. Additional sup-
porting references are provided in Appendix B.

Why have the government's policies not produced the expected results?

Why has it not been possible to reverse the adverse shift in the Phillips
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Planning can be thought of as structuring the future. The result of
successful planning is a scheme by which people can alter a natural chain of
events or can create a planned series of events so as to maximize benefits

while reducing the likelihood of unwanted outcomes.

When the streets of Denver were ls.id out, the city's planners chose a

checkerboard pattern with a few diagonal streets added to accommodate tra-
verses. In later years, Denver's traffic signals were programmed to allow

uninterrupted movement through successive intersections as long as the
speed limit was observed. Denver drivers today benefit from this case of

successful planning,

All planning, however, does not result in improving those conditions
or avoiding those problems that it addresses. New conditions or unexpected
occurrences can turn even well-thought-out plans into nightmares. An all-
oxygen environment,, a seemingly reasonable part of a complex plan, contri-
buted to the deaths of three Apollo astronauts when an electrical spark turned

their capsule into an inferno. The purist could say if the Apollo plan had
been evaluated to perfection the potential danger of the all-oxygen environ-
rnent would not have been overlooked, But who is to define the point *t which

a plan is perfect? NASA's people must have considered the plan for the cap-
sule environment at least complete enough to begin testing it. Yet, for all
the careful planning by thousands of trained people, three astronauts died.

Regional planning is a daring enterprise that necessarily draws on the
expertise of many different fields. It must take into account natural and
economic resources, legal and political considerations, demographic pat-
terns, s.nd public opinion. The job of a regional planner is often a thankless
one, if he is successful, he receives little credit, but if he fails, he is sin-

gled out as a scapegoat,

The toughest external problem facing the regional planner is the need
to satisfy as many interests as possible while still meeting the basic objec-
tives his analysis points to. The conflict between the wishes of ecologists
interested in preserving the resources of the area and those of businessmen

interested in developing the same resources is an example of the sort of
problem cornrnon to the process. Growth versus no-growth, industry versus
tourism, and regional benefits versus global benefits are similar points of

c o nf I i ct.
Internal problems such as the difficulty of coordinating information
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from the various disciplines and the necessity of allowing for the unexpected

compound the difficulties experienced by the planner. Furthermore, the

planner deals not just with information but with individuals and groups.

Ideally, the interchange involved when opposing sides sit down together and

discuss a problem in a reasonable manner offers a great opportunity for re-

solving an issue. In reality, all too often such confrontations only polarize

the issues further.

Is there a device that would allow opponents to consider sides of an is-

sue other than their own? Also, are there vehicles that could facilitate co-

ordination of the various disciplines involved in regional development? Such

techniques would be of great value to the regional pls.nner -- and in fact do

exist in rudimentary form. The chapters that follow present a regional de-

velopment model and a game that are at least a partial answer to the ques-

tions just raised.

The model depends heavily on the computer as an analytical and pre

scriptive tool for the planner. Before a development problem can be simu-

lated on a computer, all the variables and the interactions between them

must be specifically defined and values must be assigned to them. For this

present study, a specific region -- Washingto~ County in Maine -- has pro-

vided the factual data on which the analysis is based. The garne described

here was developed primarily to illustrate the application of gaming tech-

niques to the planning process. Nonetheless, the game was designed to r s-

f lect actual conditions in the coastal area of Maine, and its outcomes may

have relevance to actus.l planning in that region.

MOD E LING T ECHNIQU E

In the study reported on in this book, the primary purpose of the mod-

eling effort was to present a methodology. We were interested in answers

to the following questions:

1. What situations lend themselves to model simulation' ?

Z. What can. we expect to les.rn from a model?

3. How do we go about creating a model?

An additional goal was to determine whether or not modeling could result in

specific conclusions about the impact of locating an. oil refinery in Washington
County, Maine.

During the past dozen years, considerable progress has been made in
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developing techniques for formulating dynamic computer models of a variety
of socioeconomic systems. One of the earliest efforts in this field was made

by Professor Jay Wright Forrester of M. I. T., who directed his initial at-

tention to the dynamics of industrial corporations  Forrester, 1961!. Later

he extended his work to a study of the dynamics of cities  Forrester, 1969!

and, most recently, to a study of world dynamics  Forrester, 1971!. Others

ha.ve developed models of sectors of national economies  Holland, 1961;

Lieftnick, 1969; Manetsch, 1971; Picardi, 1973; Kaminski, 197Z!.

Our goal in de~eloping a. model for Washington County, Maine, was to

illustrate how * model representing the dynamics of a region could lead to a

fuller understanding of the probable imps.ct of a proposed project or proposed

leg>slative policy. This effort employs the techniques developed by Forres-
ter and his group and applies them in an analysis of the relationships among

the industry, government, demography, envir onment, and economy of

Wa s hing ton County.

SIMULATION-GAME TECHNIQUE

The other planning aid described in this book is * simulation game, *1-

so based on the actual conditions in Maine, which relies heavily on human

interaction. It requires a minimum of eight participants, seven of whom

take active roles in the play and one of whom a.cts a,s * controller, The

goals and motivations of the players representing business and governmental

interests are given as part of the game situation. These representative

players interact to determine the evolution of the region under study over a

twenty-five year period.

The game has potential practical value. Interested business and com-

rnunity leaders with similar development problems will be able to profit
from playing their own roles within the framework of the game and observing

the consequences of the strategies they choose to pursue. Then, additional

insight into the problems of development will be gained if roles are switched.
By such an exchange, proponents of a particula,r point of view must take on,
a.t least temporarily, their opponents' values and motivations. Better un-

derstanding among interested groups should result from this exchange.
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GEOGRAPHY AND ECONOMY

Maine is blessed with abundant natural beauty. Forests, ri~ers, and

lakes cover much of the interior; the seashore is rugged and majestic.

Among the natural assets of the inland regions are Z, 500 lakes and 500 riv-

ers and navigable streams. Maine's inland waters cover one and a half rnil-

lion acres and constitute 63 percent of the inland waters of New England.

The straight-line length of the coast of Maine is only ZZ8 miles. However,

if all the areas washed by the tides are measured, the coastal frontage be-

comes 3,478 miles.  The many islands and inlets account for the difference.!

The coast also offers several sheltered deep-water harbors,

Slightly fewer than a million people inhabit Maine. They are spread

over the 30,000 square miles of the sts.te, whose population density is less

than one-twentieth that of Massachusetts. Several major cities eaist, the

largest of which is Portland, with a 1970 population of 65,000. Most of the

larger urban concentrations are near the coast.

Maine's 17 million acres of forest land are one of her greatest assets.

Information on which this chapter is based is taken largely from Maine

Pocket Data Book 1971, prepared by the state Department of Economic De-

velopmentt.

Thirty-eight percent of the state's manufactured product is derived from the

forests. Over 30,000 people are employed in forest-related industries,

which in 1970 produced, among other things, 700 million board feet of timber.
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This lumber was valued at $215 million, while the state's paper and paper

products accounted for another $714 million, Wages from the forest-related

industries totaled $200 million in 1970.

Another important industry is agriculture. Over $250 million in cash

receipts resulted from farm products sold in 1970, This total accounts for

approximately 30 percent of all farm receipts for New England and reflects

the percentage of fa.rm acreage in Maine compared to that of New England a.s

a whole. Eggs, poultry, pots.toes, and dairy products make the four largest

contributions to the cash value of the state's agricultural output. Although

Maine produces the largest share of the agricultural output of New England,

the average value of Maine farmland and buildings is the lowest for the same

r egion.

The Gulf of Maine is a rich fishing ground. Bounded by Nova Scotia�

Maine, Cape Cod, and the Georges Bank and favored by a special set of

oceanographic circumstances, the Gulf is particularly productive. As the

warm waters of the Gulf Stream move up the eastern coast of the United

States they pass along the continental shelf in the Georges Bank area and,

further east, become the North Atlantic Current. One branch of this current.

sweeps in a great counterclockwise half-circle back toward Nova Scotia and

distributes nutrients picked up from the ocean floor throughout the entire

northwest portion of the Atlantic Ocean, including the Gulf of Maine. As a

result, many varieties of fish s.re attracted to and supported by the area,

and fishing is not only an integral part of Maine's character but also an im-

portant sector of her economy.

In 1970, almost 159 million pounds of fish caught in the Gulf of Maine

brought over $30 million to Maine fishermen, Ocean perch, herring, whi-
ting, lobster, and shrimp made up the largest takes, with lobster providing

by far the greatest market value.

Other important sectors of the Maine economy are the leather industry

and recreation, including tourism, The output of the leather industry has

slackened a bit. Tourism, however, has been on the upswing, Over five

million visitor-days were recorded in the public recreation areas of the

state in 1970, a. rise of 64. 5 percent over the 1965 figure.
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ECONOlVIIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

In spite of Maine's natural assets, all is not well with the state's eco-

nomy. Many of the state's most talented and productive people are moving

away. Fishermen are reporting drastically reduced takes, in spite of the

use of increasingly effective fishing methods. The threats of spreading ur-

banization and consequent increased pollution are very real. These and

other problems have generated considerable concern among those respon-

sible for developing policy for the state.

While in the long run it may actually be more of a.n advantage than a

disadvantage, planners now see the low rate of population growth within the

state as a problem. The growth rate is lower than the rates for both New

England and the country a.s a whole. Between 1940 and 1950 the a.nnual rate

of increase was 0, 8 percent per year, but the rate dropped to an average of

0. 6 percent per year from 1950 to 1960 and to less than 0. 1 percent per year

from 1960 to 1970. In 1970 the population of the state stood at 977, 000.

More important than the population statistics themselves a,re the rea-

sons for the low growth rate. Average wage rates in Maine are significantly

below the U, S. average in almost all categories of employment. For exam-

pie, in 1970 the average annual gross wage for all manufa.cturing production

worker s in the United States stood at $6, 736, whereas in Maine it was only

$5,950. Per capita personal income in the United States in 3970 averaged

$3, 921, while the average in Maine was only $3, 257. Unetnployment in the

state runs consistently higher than the national average. By numerous other

measures, such as the number of doctors per 100,000 population, Ma.ine is

also below the average for the entire country, s These factors have com-

bined to cause a large out-migration from the state, particularly of young

adults in the 20-34 age bracket,

The fishing industry in the Gulf of Maine has a history oi' recurrent in-

creases in the catch of a. specific species followed by a reduction in the

In 1970 Maine had 131 doctors per 100, 000 population, the national average

was 171 doctors.  Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1972, Table 102. j
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catch, a resulting drop in income, and a decline in fishing activity associa-

ted with that species. This pattern was first seen after technological inno-

vations in canning and shipping methods greatly expanded a.ccessible markets

in the nineteenth century, The menhaden fishing industry grew during the

1860s a.nd 1870s to become a multimillion-dollar operation, only to experi

ence total failure when the menhaden suddenly disappeared from the region.

in 1878,

The lobster industry provides a more recent example of the same pat-

tern, but the decline has moved at. a slower pace, pa.rtly because the Ma.ine

legislature acted to guarantee the lobster's survival, Limits on the size of

the lobsters taken were imposed, and the methods used to catch lobster were

restricted. Reaching a peak catch of 24 million pounds of lobster in 1957,

the industry is now experiencing a gradual decline. Only 18 million pounds

were taken in 1970 in spite of increased activity. Rising prices reflect the

growing shortage of this desirable product.

Overall, the American take from the Gulf of Maine is down dramati-

cally from a peak of over 300 million pound.s in the 1950s to less tha.n half

that in 1970. Competition from modern, efficient Russian and West German

trawlers has been a prime cause of the present problem of severe over-

fishing. Restriction of the fishing activities in the area is now being nego-

tiated, but the damage may already be irreparable. >

While a number of the citizens of Maine, like others in this country,

tend to place great emphasis on statistical measures such as population

growth rates and average wages, many State-of-Mainers are emphatic in

saying that they live in Maine because it is free from the crowding, pollu-

tion, and genera.l social pressures that characterize life in the big cities

and rapidly growing regions of the country. They believe that the existing

quality of life in Maine should be preserved regardless of anything else the

state may do, and they are forceful in promoting this point of view,

The International Conference on North Atlantic Fisheries  ICNAF! has

established quotas for the various nations fishing in the North Atlantic, but

many observers question the effectiveness of this system.
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CATALYSTS OF CFIANGE

Despite the influence of preservation-minded groups, pressures for

change are growing. Most of Maine's 3, 000 miles of coastline are under

private control. Shore frontage is now selling for $100 to $200 a foot as

residents, out-of-staters, and land developers are buying it up. The coast-

line provides attractive sites for electric power plants because of the abun-

dance of cold water for cooling. The consequent availability of cheap elec-

tric power, along with good ocean transportation, makes feasible the opera-

tion of i'acilities for aluminum reduction and for recovering magnesium from

s eawater.

Some very interesting work by several groups in the United States and

abroad is under way in the field of fish farming, or aquaculture, The Jap-

anese have farmed the sea for many centuries, and such efforts may hold

considerable potential for Maine. This is especially true if it is shown that

aquaculture operations can be effectively coupled with electric generating

plants, using the thermal discharge from the plant to enhance fish growth.

Increasing demand for oil has focused attention both on the possibility

of developing deep-water ports in Maine to accommodate tankers loaded

v'ith foreign oil and on thc possibility that the coastal waters off New England

may themselves contain significant oil deposits.

Of the New England states, only Maine has sheltered harbors suffi-

ciently deep to handle tankers drawing more than 80 feet of water. Machias-

port is an example of such a natural harbor. Recently, a $150 milIion,

300, 000 bbl/day oil refinery was proposed for the area, to provide some re-

lief to oil consumers in the Northeast. This proposal has proved to be a

touchy issue A 40, 000-gallon oil spill near Portland in the summer of 1972

served to reinforce the belief of cons ervationists that the potential for an

ecological disaster represented by an operating refinery would nullify the

economic benefits of the refinery to the state and to the New England region

 Ncw York Times Index, July 16-31, 1972!.

Although the existence of offshore oil deposits is not yet confirmed, a

number of issues related to them have already arisen. Plans for seismic

exploration and exploratory drilling have raised storms of protest from

fisherman and environrnentalists, If exploration proceeds and oil finds occur
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outside the territoria.l limits of the United States, as is very likely, ques-

tions will arise at the international level -- who will ha.ve rights to the oil?

In c r e a s i ng d e mand f or c o a s ta 1 r e c r ea ti o n a z. ea s ha. s ma g ni f i e d the

problems of compatible land use. People come to the Maine coast because

of the attractiveness of the area. But a.s more people come, facilities to

accommodate them must be built. These in tuz n attract more visitors.

Eventually, crowding and uncontrolled development will become a significant

problem.

People whose livelihood depends on the tourist trade are among those

znost strongly opposed to anything having to do with oil, They fea.z that the

attractivr ness of the area will decrease appreciably if oil is discovered or

if refineries a.re built.

THE NEED FOR PI.ANNINO

A publication entitled A Maine Manifesto  Barringer, 1972! voices a

concern that Maine people a.re expressing moz e and more often;

Maine is at a crossroads,... Its economy is in the throes of
change, and the effects are felt... in every aspect of what
has come to be valued as the distinctive and proud Maine way
of life.

An obvious question is raised; What, if anything, should Maine do to deal

with change? In what direction should the state of Maine proceed from the

so-called crossroads?

A number of different. proposals have been put foz ward for guiding the

state in this period. Ilowever, it is difficult to appraise the full effects of

many of these proposals before they are implemented. Do the solutions

answer immediate needs and neglect other, znore subtle ones? What effects

will they have in tcn years? Which options do they cancel and which a.re

left open or are crea.ted?

The State Planning Office is examining some of the alternatives, but a

long-range study is urgently needed. The implications of technically orien-

ted development repres ented by oil refineries and combined power-and-aqua-

culture facilities must be looked into and evaluated in terms of the economy

and quality of life in the state and in the New England region.
It is hoped that insight into these problems a.nd sounder policy judgrzzents

v:ill be gained from the developznent and use of the techniques described in

the remainder of this book.
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Chapter 3 THE USES OF MODELS

As hard as technological systems may be to understand, they lend

themselves to rigorous study much more easily than do social systems.

Qualitative elements compound problems associated with the formidable

tasks of planning and understanding the implications of policies meant to

guide the social system, However, in spite of analytic difficulties, it is

becoming increasingly important that these tasks be undertaken.

For a 1 l the i r g o o d intentions, government p la nn e r s a nd le g i s la, to r s of-

ten have a sense of futility about planning because, in many cases, programs

they initiate do not produce the impacts they expect. In some cases, a pro-

gram may even aggravate the problems it was supposed to alleviate. With

the ever-increasing complexity of our society, is it not reasonable to pur-

sue a methodology that can lead to a better basic understanding of the ef-

fects of social and economic policies and can result in efficiency and facil-

ity in guiding the system?

Models have been used for many years in high-technology disciplines

and have provided useful insights into systems studied. A complex system

exists, Thus, many of the surprises usually associated with implementing a

new procedure may be anticipated and possibly compensated for by changing

the proposed procedure before it is put into effect. Potential weaknesses

can be identified before they turn into full-blown disasters.

IS

with large numbers of interdependencies can be studied so as to yield a

working knowledge of the system, sometimes even before the system actually
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And so it should be with social systems.

To be sure, the modeling of social systems is not an exact science.

Many situations will arise in which the details of interactions, especially

those involving the human element, will defy exact representation. Also,

there is no guarantee that, even if specification inaccuracies can be over-

come, the model will indicate a real and practical solution to the problem.

Nevertheless, when used correctly, modeling can be a tool of great value.

We are at a point in our society at which problems are so complex

that by judiciously choosing a given set of assumptions about a system  all

of which are reasonable ones!, we can obtain practically any conclusion as

to the impact of a policy. People within their own "universe of assumptions"

may be perfectly correct in drawing the conclusions they are presenting, but

these justifiable conclusions will be of little help in. a discussion with another

person holding s. different point of view, one that is also perfectly justified

- - but by different premises. One definite asset of the modeling technique

is that it requires people to talk about their assumptions. Once these are

agreed upon, the people can then progress to conclusions.

Moving the arena of initial debate from conclusions to assumptions

does not necessarily produce an atmosphere in which a single point of view

prevails. However, it directs the main thrust of analysis to central aspects

of the system itself. Modeling draws on people's abilities to perceive cor-

rectly the parts of the system. It then provides an efficient notation for re-

membering large quantities of detail. Finally, it offers a quick means of

testing alternative strategies or assumptions.

Properly constructed, a fully de~eloped model ensures that no impor-

tant aspect of the dynamics of a system will be overlooked in the evaluation

process  a, constant pitfall when a complex system exists only in the mind!.

Useful debate on assumptions about the workings of the system is facilitated

because the people involved can physically refer to a particular component

of the written model rather than citing a mental image that may or may not

correspond to the image in another person's mind. Thus, part of the value

of a written model comes from its thoroughness and concreteness.

The process of creating a model may prove to be as valuable as the

finished model itself. Because of the specificity and completeness the crea-

tion requires, it increases people's understanding of the system under study,
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A model does not in any way lessen human responsibility for making

decisions that affect the system, nor does it free the policy-maker from the

responsibility of careful analysis, Rather, it is a tool to enable the policy-

maker to comprehend the total environment of a problem and test alternative

strategies designed to cope with it. "' It should be considered only an aid to,

not a substitute for, the decision-making process,

For this discussion it is assumed that the task of guiding a specific

portion of a social system has been given to policy-makers, They create

or are given a set of goals, and the word "problem" refers to the necessity

of getting the system to react so as to meet these goals.
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Modeling is not a new concept to most of us. For example, the static

mental image of the layout of a city that helps us navigate from place to

place is a model. We caIl upon a simple dynamic model when deciding to

fill our car gas tank upon seeing that the gauge is fast approaching Empty,

A projection is made, using prior knowledge of the way in which cars operate.

It tells us that if we continue to drive without refueling we might arrive at

our destination on foot.

TWO APPROACHES TO MODEJ I74G

Traditionally, there have been two methodologies for approaching the

modeling task. In the first, the model is obtained by drawing on past or

present experience with similar systems, making whatever changes are nec-

els of social systems, almost any new endeavor in this field has to be of the

s e co nd type.

To be useful a model must contain a theory of behavior. The model

should parallel the internal workings of the actual system; at the same time

it must incorpors.te our perceptions of that system. We should be able to

interpret experiences in terms of the model.

A good model does not necessarily result simply from an attempt to

create it. Inaccuracies in the perception of experiences s.nd in the trans-

formation of them into model relationships can thwart the endeavor. Much

l9

esss.ry to reflect the new situation. In the second, an entirely new approach

is used to isolate and model the system. Because of the scarcity of good mod-
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care must be taken to enusre that the model has an actual resemblance to the

real system.

MODELING A DRAINABLE RESERVOIR SYSTEM

As an introduction to modeling technique, let us look at a simple sys-
tem that can be easily modeled -- a reservoir being filled by water at a var-

iable rate   figur e 4. 1! .

INITIAL �!
LEVEL RATE AT WHICH

�! Fypi pF~RESERVPIR I5
FLUID IN

BEING F IL LED

RES ER VO IR

hAAX IMUN 
F ILL RATE

�!
DESIRED END
LEVEL OF
RESERVOIR

�!

FIGURE 4, 1. Reservoir System With Variable Fill Rate

If the flow of water is inversely related to the level of water in the

reservoir, then, as the height of the water in the reservoir increases, the
rate at which the valve allows more fluid to enter decreases. When the de-

sircd water level is reached, the valve will cut off Qow completely, This is

a system we encounter daily; it is the one that operates in a toilet tank.

�! L LEVELR. K=LEVELR. J
+ DT!  RATEFIL. JK!

�! N LEVELR=O

�! R RATEFIL. KL= CUTOFF-
LEVELR. K!  MAXRATE!

reservoir level

initial level of reservoir

water Qow rate

See Appendix D.

The system can be expressed in a computer language, In this case,

DYNAMO, a systems-oriented computer language developed at M, I. T.  Pugh,

1970!, has been used. The DYNAMO flow diagram for the system appears in

figure 4. 2. In equation form. this model appears as follows!s
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�! C CUTOFF = 1

�! C MAXRATE=. 20

desired level

maximum flow rate

The equations indicate that the reservoir  l!s initially has no fluid in it �!,

For any time thereafter, the rate s.t which fluid is being added �! is deter-

mined by the difference between the eventual desired level of the reservoir

E �!

INITIAL
COND  TION

�!

FlGURE 4. 2. DYNAMO Flow Diagram of Reservoir System

�! and the present level  l!, multiplied by the maximum rate at which the

valve is able to fill the reservoir �!.

A graph of the dynamics of this set of equations appears in figure 4, 3,

The system reacts as expected: the flow rs,te drops and finally stops alto-

slowly than in the original case because of the lower flow capactiy of the
valve.

Numbers in parentheses are the equation numbers.

gether as the water in the reservoir rises to reach the desired level.

We might want to determine the dynamic changes that will occur if the

value of one of the model parameters changes. Figure 4. 4 presents the case

in which the maximum fill rate �! is reduced. The reservoir fills more



FIGURE 4, 3. Reservoir Filling at Maxi~urn Rate



FICURE 4,4. Reservoir Filling at Reduced Rate
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F' or this simple system it is easy to predict how a parameter change

would afiect the system's normal dynamics. However, predicting the effects
of modifications in a complex system is a formidable task. It is difficult

enough even to determine how the system would react given the original pa

ram eter.

A SIMPLE POLICY MODEL

The reservoir model is easy to understand. It represents a readily ob-

servable physical system with relatively few modes of operation. We know
by experience how it will act.

Figure 4. 5 goes a step beyond the model of a physical system and pre-
sentss the tnter I'els tionships of a structure common to many social systems.

This model states that, in addition to being affected by births and deaths, the

D EATH RATE �!

 S!  I! ~BIRTH RATE �!
~ LEVEL OF ~ POPULATION

+ ~SERVICE

PER CAPITA
LEVEL OF
SERVICE

�! MIGRATION DUE
TO RELATIVE
ATTRACT I VE NESS
OF THE AREA

PER CAPITA  lI!
LEVEL OF SERVICE
IN OTHER AREAS

 I2!

FIGURE 4. 5. A Simple Policy Model

number of people in a given s.rea is a function of how desirable that area is
relative to others in terms of the level of service per capita. The relative

levels of the particular service under study determine the incentive for peo-
ple to move from one place to another.  In a more typical situation, of
course, there would be many variables influencing the migration factor and
making it hard to isolate the effects of any one. These complications have
been ignored for the sake of this illustration. !
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While the level of the service may be in part determined by population

characteristics and other factors  represented by the dotted lines in figure

4. 5!, it has been chosen as the policy variable for this limited system. In

order to influence the system, we will control that variable. The flow dia-

gram appears in figure 4. 6.

INITIAL
CONDITION

Expressed in equations, this model takes the following form;

population

initial condition for popula-
tion

initial condition of service
expenses

per capita service expenses

migration rate

in-migration rate

out-migration rate

FIGURE 4. 6. Flow Diagram of Policy Model

�! L LEVEL!. K=LEVEL1, J+ DT!
 RATIÃ. JK-RATOUT, JK+AUXRAT. JK!

�! N LEVEL1=10000

�! R RATIN. KL= INC!  LEVEL1. K!

�! R RATOUT, KL= OUTC!  LEVEI 1. K!

�! L LEVELZ. K=LEVELZ. J+ DT!  LZR. JK!

�! N LEVELZ=10E6

�! A VARII. K=LEVELZ. K/LEVELI. K

 8! R AUXRAT. KL= AUXRATF, K!  LEVEL1. K!

 9! C INC=. 02

�0! C OUTC=10Z

birth rate

dea th ra te

service expenses
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�1! A AUXRATF. K= TABHL  ARFT, VARIl. K migration
500, 1500, 100!

�2! T ARFT= �. 30/-. 16/-. 08/-. 04/-. 02/0/
. 02/. 04/, OB /. 16/. 30

�3! R LZR. KL= TABHL  L2RT1, TIME. K, 5, 6, 1!
+TABHL  L2RT2, TIME. K, 6, 7,1!

�4! T L2RT1=0/ZE6
increase in service

�5' T LZRTZ=O/-ZE6

Implied in the choice of values for the parameters expressed in the
equations are the following assumptions:

1. The initial number of people in the area is 10,000  Z!.

2. Both the birth and death rates equal 20 per thousand population

 9! and �0!.  This assumption is made so that the resulting equilibrium
condition allows for easy analysis of the effects of changing the service

expenses.!

3. The initial level of service expenses is $10 million per year �!.

4. As an attempt is made to raise the per capita level of service,

expenses jump to $1Z million per year in year 5.
5. Migration �2! is determined from the schedule represented in

figure 4. 7. The three curves shown in figure 4. 7 represent the per

capital level of service elsewhere as being higher than, the same as, or

lower than that oi' the area under study. At the point at which the curves

cross the horizontal axis, there is no migration  in or out! as these values

represent equilibrium conditions. Deviations i'rom the equilibrium cause
population movements. For the Cl curve, equilibrium is reached at A. A
jurnp in service expenditures in the prime area results in the move to B,
where an in-migration is generated  C! as people shift to the more desirable
area. The apposite dynamics would hold if the other area raised its per capita

level of service relative to the pr ime area   Cl C Z! .

It should be clear from this model that if the system moves out of a

state of equilibrium the dynamics of the system act to bring it back into bal
ance. The result is tha.,, while there is a short-term benefit from trying to

raise the standard of living in an area by increasing service expenditures,

the long-term benefits are nullified by a resulting shift in population.
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FIGURE 4. 7. Three Levels of Per Capita Service

Figures 4. 8, 4. 9, and 4. 10 represent the effects of implementing the

policy of increasing per capita service in the studied area. Different initial

conditions are assumed, reflecting three possible relative levels of service

 higher than, the same as, or lower than elsewhere!. The basic equilibrium-

seeking tendency is common to all three situations.

The first case begins with the system in equilibrium, The attractive-

ness of the prime area and that of the "other" area are identical. During

the fifth year, services are increased. They take effect the next year, as

the per capita level of service immediately jumps to a much higher level,

In time, however, it undergoes rapid deterioration, returning to the original

level as the population adjusts  figure 4. 8!.

The second and third cases do not begin in equilibrium. Figure 4. 9

represents the second case, in which the "other" area's per capita level of

service is initially lower than that of the studied area. The dynamics exhi-

bited in the first case are superimposed on the trend toward equilibrium

from the initial imbalance. Case three a,ssumes the opposite initial condi-

tion and is represented in figure 4. 10.
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These models show us that what initially appeared to be a good idea

for helping the region turns out to have little long-term effect. Eventually,
each person is left with the level of service he started with. And the burden
on the area to supply services is increased because there are more people

in the s.rea to service.

IV

e 0-

o e Ql
0 e P IR

o FIGURE 4. 8. Effects of Sudden Increase in Per Capita Service
 Attractiveness Level of Both Areas Identical!
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l
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FIGURE 4, 9, Effects of Sudden Increase in Per Capita Service
 " Other" Area Less Attractive Initially!

FURTHER USES OF THE SIMPLE POLICY MODEL

What can be learned from the simple policy model? The dynamics ex-

hibited in figures 4. 8, 4. 9, and 4. 10 indicate that an immediate change in
the level of service causes an initial per capita increase in that service,
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followed by a rapid decrease to the original level, The question at this point

is, What policy will improve the per capita le~el of service on a long-term

basis?

In analyzing how the system reacts to increasine the service e~en~es

FIGURE 4.1G. Effects of Sudden Increase in Per Capita Service
 Studied Area Less Attractive Initially!
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in the area it would be easy simply to stipulate that no adjustment in vaz'i-

ables of the services would be allowed -- that is, to assume that the ef-

fects of a change in service are independent of other factors in the system.

But such a move would do little for creating a useful model or an accurate

understanding of the actual system, Vlihen building the model, care must be

taken to prevent any self-fulfilling prophecy from replacing the true struc-

ture of the system. Otherwise misleading information about the dynamics of

the system will result.

In the case under consideratio~, let us assume that rather than institu-

ting an immediate increase in service, a gradual increase takes place over

a number of yeaz s. Gradually stepping up the amount of increase and avoid-

ing the large, sudden jump in per capita service also avoid the accompanying

quick adjustment to the change. Figure 4. 11 shows the effects of inputing one-

tenth of the total increase in each of ten successive years. Note that the per

capita level of service does not reach as high a peak as in the case shown in

figure 4. 8, but that the effects of the change cause a temporarily stable con-

dition at B.
If extended, this policy would eventually lose its impact because of the

particular parameters of the model. Migration is measured as a fraction of

the present level of population. Therefore, as migration increases, the num-

ber of people migrating as a result of a given differential in services also in-

creases. Because the fixed-value rise in service has less effect on a per

capita basis when spread over a larger number of people, the policy loses its

efficiency.

A modified program that would compensate for increasingly faster ad-

justment in population by migration could sustai~ the higher level of service.

Figure 4. 12 shows the effects of a policy that increases service at a fixed
~ta fthe est' gl 1 I ~ e ' ** I y I t y *. B a
this functio~ grows at a rate that matches the population's ability to adjust,

it is able to stay ahead of the pressures working to bring the system back into

equilibr ium.

For the sanie magnitude of increase used in the example in the preced-

ing section, the results of this policy are almost identical to those of the grad-

ual fixed-increment policy. But if this policy is continued, its effects do not di-
minish with time. The policy does, however, demand inc~easing service ex-
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penses at an accelerating rate in order to sustain the higher per capita level
of service.

Even the simple policy model can exhibit many modes of behavior.
Had just one more loop been included in the original formulation  e. g., the

FIGURE 4.11. Effects of Gradual Increase in Per Capita Service
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13.T 1

2'!

FIGURE 4. 12. Effects of Fixed Percentage Increase in Per Capita Service

relationship suggested by the dotted line between population and level of

service in figure 4, 5!, the system's dynamics would have become noticeably

more complex. Interaction between the two loops would have greatly expand-

ed the repertoire of possible patterns of behavior,
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Fully specifying a useful subsection of a social system could easily
lead to a model with a hundred or more interacting loops. lt is for no small

reason then that a real system is hard to understand completely. Thus the
value of model-building -- of being able to carefully specify each assump-
tion, to include it in a model, and to know that its effects will not be over-
looked in an analysis - - should be apparent.
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INITIAL CO NC ER NS

The basic question to ask when deciding whether or not to create a

model is, Is there a definite need for the model? For the case in which the

system is too complex to be fully understood by the unassisted human mind,

a positive answer may result, but first, the evaluation of whether or not to

initiate a modeling effort should consider the following additional questions;

I. Will the benefits to be gained from the development and

use of the model outweigh the associated costs  staff

time, computer time, possible problems associated with

postponing * decision until after the model is ready!?

Simulation models allow us to observe a system in detail. A good

model includes all relevant factors pertaining to the dynamics of the system

in question. By clarifying and specifying the dynamics of a system to the

extent that a thorough analysis of it can be performed, we can improve the

decision-making process,

As a predictive tool a good model provides a way of anticipating the

effects of both policy decisions and unexpected events. Without having to

jeopardize the real system in an experiment, * model permits an explicit

formulation of cause/effect relationships and allows a thorough study of a

system's behavior.
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2. Who will be charged with the task of creating the model?

Should outside experts be hired to perform all or part

of the task?

3. Will the knowledge of the system that the model can

provide be enough to justify the effort expended in de-

ve lop in g it?

4. What level. of credibility and support will be given to the

model? Is its development busywork or a serious study?

5. If the model that is developed iridicates that changes

should be made in policies, will these changes in fact

be likely to occur?

For the model to be most useful, the decision-makers themselves

should be part of the modeling process. Otherwise a vital bridge between

development and use of the model will be lost. However, the tendency to

base the model on predetermined oi unexamined assumptions is a common

one when all the model-makers are close to the system under study. There-

fore, outside help should be considered. Out-of-house talent can often pro-

vide an unbiased translation of the knowledge of those familiar with the sys-

tern.

Once the model is believed to be conceptually sound, a decision as to

whether or not it should be quantified must be made. Formulation of the

set of cause/effect relationships may be the natural stopping point of the

process. Dcactly specifying each relationship, programming the model, and
running it on a computer may cost more than the additional benefits are

worth, The final specification of the model is an involved process that some-

times seems deceptively easy.

A computer is not essential to the modeling process in the strictest

sense, but it is the vehicle that makes using the finished model prs.ctical.

For example, the model of Washington County, Maine, presented in this

book requires approximately 15,000 calculations for each run. The compu-

ter processes them in a matter of seconds and without error. It allows a

policy to be inputed, processed, outputed, and analyzed quickly.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS

The form of models varies. The amount of detail necessary for one
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model could be fatally burdensome for another. The choice among other op-
tions, such as how the model will handle uncertainty and whether time series
or causal representation will be used, depends on the characteristics of the

system and the purpose of the study.

I evels of A re ation

The level of aggregation used in a model -- that is, the degree to

which data are grouped in manageable categories -- depends on the complex-
ity of both the system and the larger setting with which it interacts. In the

reservoir model described earlier, it would have been entirely possible to
look at the system in much finer deta.il, but carrying out the analysis would
have required considerable additional effort. In that par ticular case, the

detail would not necessarily have led to a better answer to the question being
asked, which was, How d.oes the system as a whole work?

Matching the level of aggregation to the task is important, With a. Iow

level of aggregation, the cost of gathering and analyzing the extra detail may
not be worth the extra accuracy theoretically gained. The danger of being

too highly aggregated is that important aspects of a system might be over-
lo ok ed.

The model in the study The Limits to Growth  Meadows et al., 1972!

is very highly aggregated, so that the macrodynamics of the whole world can

be simulated. This level of aggregation is appropria.te because the concern
of the study is the fundamental support capabilities of the earth. The model

uses aggregate figures of  I! the world's resources and �! the demands

placed upon these by a growing number of people and an increasing per cap-
ita consumption. In some respects, this level of aggregation resembles that
used in the reservoir model.

Had lvleadows needed greater detail in order, say, to determine the ef-

fects of population growth on the air quality of any one nation, she would have

had to move to a. much lower level of aggregation. In terms of the reservoir

model, this would have been like incorporating in the model the flow charac-

teristics of the pipe network used to transport water in and out of the reser-

voir.

Continuing even further in this direction, Meadows could have chosen

to structure her model to show how individual people are affected by growth.
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This effort would have been similar to taking into account the movement oi

individual water rnolecules as they exist in the reservoir system. Certainly,

describing the general opera. ting characteristics of a system in such detail
would be very costly, I{owever, sometimes the task given to the model-

bu.ldcr requir es a less aggregated approach.

In a model based on completely disaggrcgated data, the effects of

micro]evel events are enhanced. Because of the unpredictability of these

individual events, it is difficuli to derive from the model a. correct indication
of the likely future behavior of the system. In a more highly aggregated
model the effect of an extrcme microlevel event is averaged in with the

effects of other discrete events, and the combined effect on the system

be corn es much mo re reliably pr e die table.

Time-Series and Causal Models

Models are of two basic types: time- series and causal, Both are for-

malizations of qualitative models resulting from an accumulation of expert

opinions and judgments.
A time-series model allows us to make predictions of the future by an

extrapolation of past behavior, This method assumes that short-term trends
will not markedly differ from those of the recent past.

A major limitation of time-series analysis is that new events or rela-

tionships within the system cannot be analyzed. For example, a change in

a critical variable of the system would change the dynamics of the system.
The question of how this change would manifest itself, however, could not be
answered by the time-series model. A more powerful technique is needed
to pe r f o rm this task.

Causal models allow us to introduce change into a system and still de-

rive useful infor'mation about its probable future behavior. By specifying

the cause/effect relationships that determine the dynamics of the system,
we can understand how trends are generated and how they are altered if the

system structure is changed or a variable is modified.
The causal model may incorporate time-series analysis in its develop-

rnent. For example, regression analysis of historical data can provide use-
ful information on relationship strength and parameter values. It is entirely

possible, however, that the form of a given relationship in a time-series
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model will differ from its counterpart in the causal model. Care must be

taken to handle the data appropriately so that the true cause/effect relation-

ships are accurately reflected.

A time-series model will possibly outperform a causal model in mak

ing short-terna predictions. Short-term behavior is particularly sensitive
to present conditions and direction of change. The causal model concerns

itself with larger reIationships. While possibly giving less accurate pre-

dictions for the near future or for systems experiencing little change, this

model allows for behavior outside the narrow range of present activity.

Deterministic and Probabilistic Models

The manner of handling uncertainty in the model is another important

issue. Two basic methods are available, the deterministic and the proba-

bil is tie.

In the deterministic method, all ps.rameters are known with certainty

or are assumed to be known with certs.inty. For example, the tax rate for a

given condition is, say, 20 percent.

In the probabilistic method the values of ps,rameters are given as a

distribution or range of possible values, any one of which could be chosen

at any time. This procedure is followed because of problems associated

with trying to specify exactly the parameter or because of its inherent vari-

ability. As an illustration, assume that a tanker has been unloading oil

every day for a hundred days. During those hundred days the following ob-
servations were made.

l. On 40 days no spills occurred.

2. On 35 days 20 barrels of oil were spilled.

3. On 25 days 100 barrels were spilled.

4. On 4 days 1, 000 barrels were spilled.

5, On 1 day 10, 000 barrels were spilled.

What is the expected oil spill for the next day of operation? Anywhere from

no barrels to 10, 000 barrels have been spilled under similar circumstances,

and there is no reason to believe that such behavior will not continue. There-

fore we would use the distribution above to predict a . 40 chance of no spill,

and so on. Note, however, that had the measurement period been ten years

rather than only a hundred days, an average value for expected spills might
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have sufficed. Short-term fluctuations would have been masked by aggrega-

tion of data.

Each method of handling uncertainty has its strong and weak points.

The choice of which to use is once again determined by the nature of the

modeling task.

Because of the exactness with which it specifies parameters and the

control it provides over condition changes in the model, the deterministic
technique facilitates the process of identifying critical factors in the system
by sensitivity analysis. It allows us to vary one or more parameters while
keeping all others constant so that the effects of the changes can be isolated
and studied. 'I'he areas most affected by the changes can then be ea,sily

identified.

Problems arise with this method when the model has a la.rge number

of parameters. A complete sensitivity analysis would require checking all
the combinations of variations in parameters, an enormous task since the

number of these combinations would be growing at an exponential rate.

Thus, even for a medium-sized model it is practically impossible to do a

complete analysis. Careful thought must be given to the choice of those
changes and combinations of changes in parameter values that will be inclu-
ded in the sensitivity analysis. The aim is to be as thorough as possible

while at the same time to reduce the task to a practical size.

A major drawback of the deterministic approach is that, if there is un-

certainty in the values of parameters, it does not easily provide a sense of

the normal operating characteristics of the system. It is, of course, pos-

sible to run the model for a specified set of parameter values and for speci-

fied changes in that set. However, the model contains no information as to

how changes or deviations from the most likely values would combine in the

system and interact with one another.

Probabilistic modeling solves many of these difficulties, Through the

handling of uncertainty, we are able to combine variations in all parameters

simultaneously to determine how they might exist together in real time.

This affords the opportunity to view the range of normal modes of operation

of the system.

These advantages are not gained without costs, though. Understanding

how the system is affected by change in the probability distribution of a

parameter is much more difficult than understanding parameter-value chan g-
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es in a deterministic model.. As a result, information from a sensitivity

analysis is obscured, and studying policy change is not as straightforward

a procedure. Also, significantly more computer time may be required to

run the probabilistic model. Many trials are needed to complete one run of

this kind of model, with each trial requiring the same order of magnitude of

computations as a single run of the deterministic model.

Perhaps the best approach to studying a social system would be to de-

velop a model that could be used both deterministically and probabilistically.

A sensitivity analysis could be performed using the deterministic approach.

Also, an initial analysis of the effects of a policy change could be made.

Once a good background of knowledge about the system  sensitive relation-

ships, effective policies, and such! was established, the probabilis tie ap-

proach could be used to study the operating characteristics of the system

under conditions of uncertainty. Drawing on knowledge derived from the de-

terministic study, the model system could be modified to see if the normal

operating characteristics would be significantly affected by any changes that

actually could be made in the real system.

MAIN EZ

The model called MAINEZ was developed at M. I. T. as a concrete il-

lustration of how a practical model can be created and used in the policy-

making process. It is particularly designed to answer questions about the

impacts of an oil refinery actually proposed for construction at Machis.sport,

Maine.

The nature of the task required a causal model. A model of this type

permits study of the consequences of new conditions in a system and, in par-

ticular, the consequences of such exogenous events or policy changes as

might be associated with constructing and operating an oil refinery.

The level of aggregation chosen for this formulation was that of county

statistics  e. g., 5'ashington County population statistics are the basis for

the demographic sector!. Business, government, and environmental con-

cerns were also included at a matching level.

Only the deterministic technique was developed. WhiIe a combined ap-

proach, exploring both deterministic and probabilistic formulations might be

desirable, most of the ideas about modeling that we wished to illustrate ca.n

be brought out by MAINEZ in its present form,
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INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. Time frame. What is the period of time that the

model will represent? A century? A week?

A modeling effort is more likely to be successful in a supportive en-

vironment than in an antagonistic one. Another important characteristic of

the atmosphere in which the modeling process occurs is belief in the value

of the technique. A perceived need for a model is also essential, so that

the building process does not become a useless exercise.

As we have said, when beginning the modeling effort, the first ques-

tion to ask is, What is the purpose of the model? Included in the answer

should be information describing the intended scope, precision, and use of

the final product. Whether or not. there is a need to computerize the model

should also be decided.

The choice between a time-series and a causal representation of the

system must be made. The primary purpose of the model will dictate which

method to use. A time-series model will suffice for trend extrapolation;

however, a causal model must be used if new policies or events are to be

e xam in ed.

The basis for the model is a conceptus.l framework that roughly de-

scribes the relationships generating the dynamics of the system. It becomes

a working platform from which the following considerations are addressed.
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Z. Level of a r e ation. Does this model addres s global

or microlevel concerns?

3. Method of handlin uncertain . Will a deterministic, a

probabilis tie, or a combined approach be most useful?

By this time the model-builder should be able to estimate the amount

of effort. that mill be needed to complete the study. Research, development,

testing, and implementation requirements for both personnel and the com-
puter enter into this estimate. Matching these requirements against the set
of internal constraints, such as the time and money available, will point to

s. strategy for the future. If it is determined that the benefits of the model
are not woz th as much as the model will. cost, there is little reason to pro-

ce ed.

DEVELOPMENT TASKS

Central to the modeling process is the specification of system rela-

tionships and parameters. The model-builder should describe in wozds each

of the components that are iznportant to the system and how they interrelate
An objective of the modeling effort is to get the people concerned with the is-
sue under study to agree on the set of assumptions on which their conclusions

a,re based. If there is disagreement among these people about a component
of the system, the matter should be talked out until a specification can be
agreed upon. Only if this step is followed can the model-builders avoid the
common problem of getting different conclusions from the "same" assuznp-

tions.

Figure 6. I illustrates how a model might look at this stage of develop-
ment. It represents a car being driven to a particular destination. The car
is influenced in its environment by three operator-controlled. variables as

well as by ezzternal variables generated by the road and other traffic.
The gas pedal influences the carburetor which in turn determines the

rate at which energy is generated by the level of activity of the engine.

Movement by the car is translated from the engine variable into action by
information transforms that depend on the inherent characteristics of the car.

Some of these information va,riables also allow a check on the systezn's per-

formance  here, the speedometer and road-comparison checks!.

By judging where the car is and how well it is operating relative to
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EXOGENOUS EVENTS

FIGURE 6.1. Preliminary Model of a Car in Operation

criteria set by goals he has formulated, the operator determines policies

that guide the car through situations determined by the road he is on. Pol-

icies are carried out through the objects under his control'. the steering

wheel, the gas pedal, and the brakes.

To review, five major components make up the system:

1. State variable. A fundamental indicator of the condition of

the system, e. g., the horsepower output of the engine in

the car model.

Z. Rate variable. A cause of change in the state variable. e. g.,

carburetor regulating fuel flow to change engine speed.
3. Transforms. Translators of information from the state

variables to other variables. Transforms depend on the

inherent characteristics of the system, e. g., the speed

of the car is the result of a transform from the engine activ-

ity interacting with the drive train, road, and so on.

4, Polic variable, An item the operator can control in order

to guide the system, e, g., the gas and brake pedals.
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5. Exo enous events. Uncontrolled occurrences in the en-

vironment of the system, e. g., a train blocking the

road.

After the relationships within a model are established, they can be
quantified. Equations are specified and parameter values chosen. Once
again, a consensus similar to the consensus on assumptions described ear-
lier is crucial, Note that because of the lack of some data it may be neces-

sary during the initial runs to guess at s, parameter's value. Once the mod-
el is working, it will be possible to see if errors in this parameter have
noticeable effects on the model's output. If they do, further research is
needed to determine the correct value within a reasonable tolerance of error.

It is important to keep thorough documentation of all steps in the mod-
cling oroces s and all research leading to the final form of relationships and
parameter values, Most probably, corrections will have to be made in the
model. Without explicit knowledge about its foundation, the task would be

extremely difficult if not impossible.

VA LI DA T IO N

A reasonable criticism often leveled s.t the modeling technique stems

from doubts about model peri'orms.nce. What evidence indicates that a mod-

el's oredictions are true?

Validation of the model may be carried out by trying to reproduce his-

tory. In this procedure, the initial conditions of the model are set to re-

fleet some point in past time, Then the effects of any endogenous events that
occurred during the period are added, and the model is run. U the model

reproduces historical data we might reasonably conclude that it will perform
as well when predicting the future.  In drawing this conclusion we assume

that no fundamental system changes have occurred since the time period of

the validation run. !

USING THE MODEL

Sensitivity analysis has already been discussed as a means of discover-

ing important information about the characteristics of a system. As a

general rule, this kind of analysis will show that changes in most variables
have relatively little effect on the dynamics of the system, However, there
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will be some areas in which the systezn is particularly sensitive to change.

Attention should be focused on these.

Planners and policy-makers may already have been guiding the real

system by directing their energies toward controlling those items known to

be sensitive. Their reasoning in choosing strategies may seerr sound and

their intentions correct. However, many times a policy will have conflict-

ing long- and short-term effects on system behavior . A decision resulting

from a short-term evaluation may prove to be dysfunctional in the long run.

The term "counter-intuitive behavior" has become a favorite label in some

modeling circles for this phenomenon exhibited by the system.

Policy decisions can be tested by making changes in the appropriate

model para. meters and noting the effects on both the near and distant future,

Thus by inputing expected changes in jobs, wages, and the environment

traceable to building and operating an oil refinery, policy-makers could ob-

serve and interpret probable future effects on the system of such * decision,

Or, knowing where the model is sensitive, they might experiment with dif-

ferent changes to determine how it is possible to get the system to react in

a desired manner.

As time passes, it will be possible to check model results against

what happens in reality. Should the model parallel the real system, its

success would go * long way toward dispelling the doubts of skeptics. The

model-builder should be careful in choosing the time period of obsezvation,

though, A one-year projection in a model designed to show five- and ten-

year trends is not particularly valuable in illustrating the validity of the

model. And yet, demonstrating that the events of the next ten years parallel

the model's output does not do a tremendous amount of good if only then is

faith placed in the technique,

POTENTIAL PITFALLS

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the requirement that. the users

of the model be intimately involved in developing it. They must undez stand

its limitations and its strengths, Only then can they be sure that they are in

fact using the model in the manner they intend.

At the time it is first put to use, the model will have been validated

against history, if that is possible. IVote, however, that good tracking by
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the model is not a gus.rantee that the real system is truly represented. The

tracking may occur in spite of a mistake that did not have an effect in the

operating range of the model during the history check.

No finite set of relationships can account for all the behavioral factors

that influence a system. Care must be taken to ensure that the sirnplifica-

tion required to make the model practical does not cause the real system to

be misrepresented.

It would be fairly easy to fall into a trap by too quickly accepting the

results of the model because they are precisely what intuition led us to ex-

pect. Expected results offer a false security, because the particular out-

put may ha.ve been determined more by input bias than by the actual dyna-

rnics of the system, The model's capacity to resemble reality, not its

ability to reinforce our intuition, is the first concern,

Bias can creep in at many places on both a technical and a nontech-

nical level. Multicolinearity, in which the continued effects of two or more

variables mask the true independent effects of each, can lead to bias. Fur-

ther, a large part of the modeling process is assessment. Differences in

the goals and objectives of those creating and observing the model can in-

troduce bias, For example, an environmentalist and an oil company execu-

tive would probably look at environmental factors differently. Whose point

of view mirrors reality? Does either, or is a third position most nearly

correct?

Additional inaccuracies can come from other sources. Unexpected

technological or sociological changes may have a profound effect on the

structural components of the system. If such changes are not included in

the model, it no longer represents the real system. Errors can also be

made in estimating the expected effects of known changes in the system..

These oversights and errors can be minimized by experiments, similar to

those of sensitivity analysis, to determine how the system might react to

various maj or changes.

The most dangerous pitfall lying in the path of the model user is that

of turning the model into a crutch, or substitute for the decision-making

process. This problem is related to the use of a computer and the nature

of the model's output. Many people tend to accept computer printouts as the

truth. However, the computer is actually only a huge, fast, programmable
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calculator. Its use does not in any way chs.nge the basic nature of the deci-

sion-making process, nor does it add to the credibility of the results of the

model  except by the assurance of accuracy in performing calculations!.

Model results should never be blindly accepted. Factors that cannot

be quantified, and therefore are not included in the model, must not be ex-

cluded from the overall evaluation of the system. Only through experience

and careful thought can sound decisions be made with respect to guiding a

system. A model must bc looked at as a, tool aiding decision-makers, and

only as a tool,

USER EDUCATION

An education process is needed to impress people with the powers of

the modeling process. Barriers to acceptance resulting from doubts about

the validity of the technique will have to be broken down. A potential user's

first reaction to modeling might be very much like his first reaction to an

adding machine or a slide rule. Although he says he believes in it, he im-

inediately checks his answers by hand because he is not entirely sure of the

device's accuracy. This reluctance to trust the technique is a major prob-

lem, and there is no guaranteed. method of overcoming it.
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TH E D EMO GRAPHY S E C TOR

The Work Force

The demography sector of the model includes two groups of people.

�! workers with income  employed! and �! workers without income  unern-

ployed!. The total population i'or the county is derived. by multiplying the
total number of workers  employed and unemployed! by an average-family-
size factor. This factor is not quite equal to the actual average family-size
in the county because it must take into account families supported by more

than one job. Therefore, it really represents the average number of people
supported by one job.

This chapter describes a particular model, MAINEZ, which is an exam-

ple of the process of translating known information into a regional planning

model, MAINEZ deals with the potential effects of building an oil refinery in
Wa.shington County, Maine, an area that is relatively depressed economi-

cally, but is blessed with * beautiful environment.

The conceptual framework underlying the model includes these ele-

ments of the system: �! the demography of the are*, �! the proposed re-

finery, �! the economy, and �! local, state, and federal governments. Em-

ployment, pollution, tourism, and. health, education, and welfare are addition-

al conceptual elements of the model. Appendix C lists the associated eoua-

tions as well as the basis for the values of parameters chosen for the model

runs.
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It is a ss um ed that if an employed worker die s, retires, or moves out

of Washington County his job will immediately be filled by a worker from

the unemployed pool and the chs.nge will be reflected only in the category

' workers without income."

A change in the number of jobs available in Washington County affects

the model in a different manner. If the job market expands, the category

''workers with income' is directly increased, with an accompanying reduc-

tion in "workers without income."

The size of the work force and of the population in general changes over

time in response to various forces. MAINEZ includes the following factors

affecting work-force and population size:

1. births, as rei'lected in the rate of maturation into the

work force

Z. deaths and retirements

3. the physical attractiveness of the area

4, the attractiveness of the area due to other attributes

5. the size of the job ma,rket relative to other areas and

to the population

These factors, considered together, produce the diagram of relation-

ships in the demography sector shown in figure 7. l.
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FIGURE 7.1. Relationships in the Demography Sector of MAINEZ
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Mi ration Variables

The combined effects of three migration var'iables influence population
movements and are a function of the relative desirability of the area. The

area's physical attractiveness and its employment opportunities are two of

the determinants. The third deals with the question, Are there sufficient

support facilities  e. g., health and education facilities! to make the area at-

tractive? The indicators used in the model to derive these effects are the

level of normalized pollution, the rate of unemployment, and per capita

health, education, s.nd welfare expenditures,

A number of components make up the pollution variable. It is assumed

that assaults on the physical characteristics of the local environment and

climate can be lumped together as * negative attribute. A normalized pol-

lution factor is derived, which in turn determines the movement of people

according to the graph in figure 7. 2. If the present value of the normalized

Z 0

0

OLLUT I ON
EX

URAE ION
L

FIGURE 7. 2, Migration in Relation to Pollution Level

pollution factor is 1, no migration occurs, However, a rise in the level of

pollution causes an out-migration, the magnitude of which grows as pollu-
tion increases until the highest level of out-migration is reached.

The job-market variable is a function of the unemployment rate, It,
like pollution, is a negative attribute in that the greater the unemployment

the greater the out-migration. Low unemployment in the area influences

people to move in from more depressed areas, During periods of very high
unemployment, many people will move out. For unemployment rates in the
normal middle range, there is minimal variation in the migration rate; how-
ever, at the extremes of the unemployment-rate range, the migration factor
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54 becomes very sensitive  figure 7. 3!.
Health, education, and welfare facilities and expenditures have a

positive effect on migration. It is assumed that the higher the per capita
value of this variable, the more attrative the area, becomes  figure 7,4!.

HEW migration can flow in or out and varies between two clamping values
as a function of the relative level of per capita HEW activity.

ENT

FIGURE 7. 3. Migration in Relation to Unemployment Rate

FIGURE 7.4. Migration in Relation to HEW Activity Level
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To complete the structure of the demography sector, a number of aux-

iliary relationships should be added to the diagram shown in figure 7.1.

They represent the driving variables for the migration factors just described

 figure 7, 5!.
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Figure 7. 6 depicts the relationships associated with the capital-plant

aspects of the refinery project. The project begins with a schedule of pay-

ments to be made when building the refinery. They feed an accumulator

 capital investment in the refinery! which represents plant and equipment.
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FIGURE 7. 6. Relationships in Refinery Capital-Plant Development
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value. The output of the refinery and the number of its employees are de-

rived from the capacity of the plant, which in turn is derived from the size

Refiner Pollution

The amount of pollution from refinery opera.tions can be derived from

output, Depending on the chars,cteristics of the refinery operation, includ-

ing any pollution-control devices that are part of its design, an average mix
and amount of pollution can be expected for each barrel refined  figure 7. 7!.
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ACTOR

E NV I RONME NT

FIGURE 7. 7. Relationship of Refinery Output to Pollution

Like capital investment, pollution is an accumulating variable. As
more barrels are refined, the generation rate adds to the level of pollution.

An absorption factor decreases pollution in a manner similar to the effect of

depreciation of capital investment. The rate of absorption is proportional to

of the investment and current construction costs.

Once the r efinery is in operation, two factors, depreciation and re-
investment. interact to determine lang-term trends in the level of capital in-

vestment. The level of the investment depreciates *t a rate determined by

the depreciation constant. In order to maintain or increase output, money
must be reinvested in the form of maintenance, replacement equipment, or

additional equipment.

Reinvestment is a function of the availability of money. It is related to

the profitability of the operation. The magnitude of reinvestment is also de-
pendent on how quickly the capital is deteriorating through depreciation. The
greater the rate of depreciation, the greater the reinvestment must be in or-

der to balance the effects of use and time.
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the le~el of pollution and the natural ability of the environment to dissipate
it. '-"-

Refiner Em lo ent

Construction 'obs. The potential effects of an oil refinery are not, all

bad. Building and operating the refinery would create a large number of

jobs  figure 7. 8!.
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FIGURE 7, 8. Jobs Created by Refinery Construction and Operation

During construction a fraction of the investment is paid to the people

who build the refinery. The number of construction jobs created can be de-

termined by dividing the average wage into a factor called total visible wages.

This factor is obtained by reducing the amount of money available for labor

by the amount of money used for such things as  I! relocation costs incurred

when workers *re imported to do work the locals are not able to do and   2!

"hardship" compensation to outsiders who are away from their families.

It is assumed that money paid to local people will be plowed back into

It is assumed that pollution has not saturated the environment to the ex-

tent that permanent ecological damage has been done. If extensive damage

hs.s occurred, more factors would have to be included, such'as the repair-

ability of the damage and the rate at which compensating action could take

eff ect.
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the local economy. Outsiders, it is assumed, will spend only a small

amount in Washington County, sending most of their wages home. There-

fore, the number of construction jobs for locals  and. money paid to them! is

derived for use in the model.

Permanent obs, Operation of the refinery creates s. number of perma-

nent jobs. They wU1 be filled by local people, new people who will become lo-
cals, and a few nonresidents. The present level of capital investment com-

pared with the expected total construction cost determines the fraction of the

project completed. This fraction, multiplied by the expected size of the full

operating staff, determines the number of permanent jobs created, The val-
ue of wages paid to the permanent force is derived from the number of jobs

and the average wage for the operation, The money injected into the local

economy through wages paid to the permanent job force can be expected to

bolster the depressed economy of the region  figure 7, 9!,
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FIGURE 7. 9. Relationships of Refinery Capital Investment,
Construction Costs, and Wages

Two things should be noted about the derivation of the number of jobs.

First, it is assumed that the refinery, once in operation, will always re-

quire s. full staff. In light of the demand for petroleum products in the area

it ie also assumed that the refinery will always run at maximum capacity,

Second, in modeling a single project it is hard to represent exactly the pat-
tern and timing of hiring for the permanent staff. The method of linking the

number of jobs to the fraction completed in the construction phase was cho-

sen to minimize discrepancies between real life and what happens in the mod-

el. People brought on the payroll early can be thought of as trainees and

as mana. gers recruiting the work force.
The problem of representing the hiring pattern could be overlooked if
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a number of projects were being considered for the region. Fluctuations

caused by singular occurrences tied to one project would be dampened by

the averaging effects of the combined dynamics of all the projects.

Refiner Tax Revenues

The remaining aspects of the refinery project deal with tax revenues

from operation of the refinery, as shown in figure 7. 10,

BARRELS
OUTPUT LOCAL GOVERNMENT

STATE GOVERNMENT

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
TAXES PER
BARREL

FIG' JRE 7. 10 Tax Revenues From Refinery Operation

Taxes are determined per barrel of output and are distributed among various

governmental recipients. MAINEZ concerns itself with all tax money made

available to the local area from the operation of the refinery whether it

comes directly to the local government or is channeled through the state and

federal governments.

THE ECONOMIC SECTOR

The economic sector of the model deals with the needs and products of

different occupation groups and how they interact to determine the number of

jobs and wages. Activity both inside and outside Washington County results

in a mi» of local people in. the groups presented in figure 7. II.

As a general rule the categories in figure 7. 11 are not independent.

More farm products are demanded by all groups. Government, in order to

handle the complexities of the expanding system, grows along with it. And

demand for more productivity in a certain category might come from within

that c at ego ry its e If.

Because of the complex and numerous interrelationships between job

For example, in * highly aggregated model we could say that, as the econ-

omy grows, more demand is placed on the manufacturing and service sectors.
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groups, the introduction of a new industry providing one hundred new manu-
facturing jobs will actually create more than one hundred jobs. Consumption
by workers filling these jobs will augment demands placed on other groups.
More services will have to be provided, which will result in more service

jobs. Government will grow, and so on and so on.
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FIGURE 7. 11. Job/ Wage Intera ctions

The general case shown in figure 7. 11 can be simplified for Washington
County. A dia.gram of the simplified economic structure of the county ap-
pears in figure 7.12.
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A number of coup!ing coefficients between the categories of labor are so

small that they can be ignored. For example, we would not expect a great

shift in the number of farm jobs in the county resulting from the size and.

location of the proposed refinery. On the other hand., we would expect the

number of jobs in service industries to increase because of demands by the

new refinery employees. At the same time, * possible decrease in jobs in

the service sector, caused by declining tourism, must be considered.

The effects that operating a. refinery could have on tourism ir the area

are shown in figure 7. 13. The number of actu*1 tourist-days recorded in the

county results from the inter*ction of the relative attractiveness of the area
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FIGURE 7.13. Efi'ects of Refinery on Tourism

with a. trend generator indicating gener*1 tourist activity. The standard is

the present level of tourism. Superior facilities *ct to increase it, Pollu-

tion, as we have said, is likely to decrease it.

TH E GO V E RNM E NT S E C TO R

Re uests for Governmental Services

The next three sections of the government sector of the model have ap-

proximately the same structure. They deal with  I! industrial support facili-

ties, �! tourist facilities, and. �! health, education, and welfare facilities,

In each case, a comparison of the desired level of service and the existing

condition yields a perceived deficiency. To bring the service up to the de-

sired level, demands are made on government which in turn allocates funds,

taking into account budget constraints as well as the specifics of the demands

 fT.gure 7, 141
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By itself, the negative feedback loop of this structure would tend to

bring the system into equilibrium. However, these variables must interact

with others in the model, and the equilibrium-seeking tendency may be over-

powered.

ACTUAL LEVEL
OF SERVICE

DESIRED L
OF SERV

FIGURE 7. 14. Dema.nds for Government Service

Industrial support facilities include such things as the road system ser-

vicing the area, seaport facilities, airport facilities, snd sewage-treatment

capabilities. As shown in figure 7.15, the desired level of industrial support

APPROPRIATIONS

STATE~'
PL IT

INCREASE REQUEST
THIS YEAROLD

INDUSTRY

FIGURE 7. 15. Relationships Affecting Industrial Support Facilities
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facilities is derived from the level of industrial activity in the area and a ra-

tio that describes the relationship between industry and industry support.

Probably this ratio will change as the intensity of industrial activity increas-

es but for the range of development included in this model it is assumed to

be a constant. It is further assumed that this ratio changes over the period

of interest, reflecting increases in the real cost of doing things as well as

the trend toward greater capital expenses as the system matures and grows

more complex.

Money is allocated in the following manner: the desired level of sup-

port is compared to the actual level to obtain a. perceived deficiency. Tar-

ing interests are included, and the expenditures by each level of govern-

ment are determined. Government spending increases the level of industrial

support facilities, while depreciation decreases it.

Another subsector of the model exhibits dynamics virtually identical

with those of industrial support facilities, but deals with money used to im-

prove or create tourist facilities  figure 7. 16!.

D E PRE C  AT ION FEDERAL
MONEY

TOURIST + STAT
FACILITIES ~ MON

~ ESIRED LEVEL OF ~~DESIRED IN
TOURIST FACILITIES TOURIST FA

!+
DESIRED RATIO
FAC IL I TIES/USE

ABILITY OF
TO PAY

ATE
URDEN

FRACTION OF
INCREASE
REQ UESTED
THIS YEAR

PROJ ECTED
INCREASE

DAYS
TOURIST + IN TOURISM
 Includes 1+

Locals ! TIMIE

FIGURE 7, 16 Relationships Affecting Tourist Facilities

get amounts for the area and the split factor  the division between local,

state, and federal responsibility! determine how much is needed and how the

burden might be shared. Finally, the effects of budget constraints and lobby-
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Health, education, and welfare services are handled sixnilarly in a

third su bs e cto r   figure 7. 17!,

FEDERA
HONEY

D EPR EC I ATION

AL/STATE/
AL SPLIT

DESIRED LEV
OF HEW

PER CAP
HEW FAC

TOTAL
POP ULATI ON

FIGURE 7. 17. Relationships Affecting Health, Education, and
Welfare Services

State Tax Revenues and Disbursements

Until now, the level of aggregation of the MAINE2 subsector has been

matched to the purpose of the model. In de veloping the s tate tax subs e cto r

greater detail has been used to illustrate a lesser degree of aggregation.

This detail goes not improve the performance of the model, but, if another

purpose were given to the study, this detail might be necessary to perform

the task.

State tax revenues are made up of the following components:

l, sales taxes

2, per s onal income taxe s

c o rpo ra te income taxe s

hunting and fishing license fees
motor vehicle taxes and license fees

6, gasoline, liquor, and cigarette taxes.

The dynamics of state tax revenues are shown in figure 7. 18.

3.

4,

5,

FRACTION OF
D ES IRED I NCREASE
REQUESTED THIS
YEAR
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For the purposes of the model, papula.tion and income characteristics de-

termine the level of state personal income taxes for the county a.s well as the

number of motor vehicles registered there. Corporate income tax is derived

as a fixed percentage of the net corporate income realized in the county,

Finally, a weighted average of the number of local people and tourists deter-

mines the amount of revenue generated from sales taxes, license fees, and

taxes on gas, liquor, and cigarettes.

The other aspect of the state sector deals with fund allocations. Re-

quests for money interact with budget constraints to result in disbursements.

Washington County requests, added to those from other counties, determine

the total demand on the state. Payments to Washington County are derived

from the interaction of the following factors;

1. funds used to finance sta,te government

Z. taxes generated

3. total demand for state funds

4. Washington County demand for state funds

5. a factor describing the immediacy of the needs of Washington

County relative to those of other Maine counties.

Local Tax Revenues and Disbursements

Local taxes and allocations are determined in a manner similar to that

described for the state sector. Property taxes, however, are the basis for

revenues  figure 7, 19!, The number of people residing in the area roughly

determines the amount of personal property and, as a result, the tax gene-

rated. Corporate property tax is derived from the level of corporate activ-

ity in the country.

The method of disbursement is also similar to the state' s. A fraction

of the combined requests for facilities for HEW, tourism, and industrial

support approximates the total demand on local budgets within the county.

Once an overhead factor, which takes into account the cost of local govern-

ment, is included, the potential payment factor results. Allocations to the

sectors requesting money follow.

An additional s et of relationships has to be included if we wish to in-

corporate in the model the benefits that would accrue to the local community

as pa.rt of an actual plan offered by Occidental Petroleum  Hammer, 1969!.
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In its original proposal, the company agreed to pay a per-barrel tax to the

localities adversely affected by their proposed refinery. The extra revenues

resulting from such payments would certainly help local government finance

its projects, and these *re included in the structure shown in figure 7. I9.

THE COMPLETED MODEL

The completed model, shown graphically in figure 7, 20 and defined by

equations in Appendix C, specifies the relationships described in words in

this chapter. The labels in the diagram in figure 7. 20 correspond to the vari-

able names used in the equations. Each variable is represented in the dia-

gram by a symbol, and each interdependency is noted by either a solid or a

dotted line. Appendix D provides an explanation of the symbols and equation

forms.

Only * deterministic version of MAINE,2 is presented here. It is the

more easily understood of the two modeling methods, and we believe that

including the probabilistic counterpart would not add much to this exercise,

whose purpose is to describe the modeling technique in general. For a. sim-

ilar reason, a sensitivity analysis of MAINE2 does not appear with the re-

sults of running the model, which are discussed in the next chapter.





MAINE2 RESULTSChapter 8

The purpose of MAINE2 is to illustrs.te by example how a planning

problem can be tackled by the modeling technique. Running MAINE2 as pre-

sented in Appendix C allows us to analyze the impact of putting an oil refin-

ery in Washington County, given the assumptions outlined in the preceding
chapter. This is done by comparing the base situation, from which the exog-
enous inputs of building and operating the refinery are omitted, with what

the situation of the county would be if the refinery were built,

WASHINGTON COUNTY WITHOUT A REFINERY

Figures 8. I, 8. 2, 8. 3, and 8.4 show predictions for the county for the

next twenty years, assuming that no refinery is built.
On the assumption that, because of the county's depressed economy,

HEW money would be put into the county at a rate faster than that in other

parts of the state  F8. 1-H!, s a marked effect on migration  F8. 1-2! due to

increased per capita HEW expenditures results in a gradual increase in pop-

ulation  F8. 2-P!.  Note; Parameter values could have been chosen so as to

have this component of population migration remain at its initial value or

actually decrease. However, because this approach compares the same in-

herent HEW dynamics for both cases  with and without the oil refinery!, the

The code given in parentheses refers to the figures cited. The figure

number  F8. I! appears first; the letter or number following the hyphen is

tha t u s e d to g r aph the m o vem en t of th e var iab le o f in t e r e s t.

71
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resulting differential analysis minimizes concerns generated by the HEW va-
riables. !

In spite of projected increases in tourist facilities  F8, 4-T! and tour-
ism over the twenty-year period covered by the model, the number of ser-
vice jobs generated  F8. 3-S! is not sufficient to absorb the influx of people

MAM J~M SERJI 0~6 APER I "IC~A

7500, MS
65nn' .A

65 00.
800',

5500.
7500.

a5 on.
7000.

3500,
6500.

10

15

FIGURE 8. 3. Twenty- Year Job and Income Predictions for Washington
County Without a Refinery
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FIGURE 8. 4. Twenty-Year Government Services Predictions for
Washington County Without a Refinery

 FS. 2-P!. The long-term trend is toward higher unemployment rates

 FS. I-U!; the absolute number of people employed, however, does go up,

During the first few years, when activity in industrial support facilities is

predicted  FB.4-I!, the unemployment rate  FB. 1-U! is much lower than it

is later ~ when industrial support activity diminishes.
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A final trend worth noting is a gradual decrease, followed by a stabili-

sation, in the average wage earned by a worker  F8. 3-A!. Because the mod-
el deals with dollars of constant value, this indicator masks the probable

increase in income due to infla,tion. MAINE2 ignores the effects of inflation

and the accompanying uncertainty in deriving the average wage in order to

simplify the task of isolating the impact of building the refinery,

EFFECTS OF THE R EF! NER Y

MAINEZ researchers i'ound a ma jor discrepancy in the literature with

respect to the number of workers who might eventually be employed by the
operating refinery. Therefore, to establish this parameter, two cases had
to be examined. The first uses a figure of 300 worker s for the permanent

staff  Hammer, 1969!; the second assumes only 124 workers  Governor' s
Task Force, 1972!. All other parameters relating to the refinery's presence

rema. in identical,

Three-Hundred Worker 0 eratin Staff
County predictions for the 300-jobs case are presented in figures 8. 5

through B. B. Noticeable changes from the base case occur in all areas of

the model,

Construction on the refinery begins between years 5 and 6 and causes

marked changes in population  FB. 6-P! and unemployment  FB. 5-U!. A
large number of people move into the area both with and without their fami-
lies, during this phase and then move out once the project is complete, leav-
ing only a residual operating work force.

Employment  FB. 6- E! leads the extra population growth  FB. 6-P! as
the sudden demand for workers gets an immediate response from slack in
the local economy. The inverse effect on unemployment can be seen FB. 6-U!.

A noticeable change in industrial support facilities  FB. 8-1! occurs
along with the new construction. Increased industrial activity in the county,
along with an influx of people makes this change necessary, A minor shift
upward in HEW facilities and expenditures  FB. 8-H! also results as the pop-
ulation level is altered from that of the base case.

Interesting data on the economic well-being of the county are shown in

figure 8, 7. Manufacturing jobs  FB. 7-M! rise to a higher residual level
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than in the base case, indicating that more jobs are created by the refinery

 in this sector! than are destroyed in the fishing-related industries.  Note:

All fishing jobs are classified as secondary industry in this model to take ad-

vantage of model efficiencies,! Service jobs, including those serving tour-

ists, follow the same trend  F8. 7-S!.
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While more jobs become available in the area, little happens to the
average wage  F8. 7-A!. A comparison of the residual values for average
worker-income shows very little difference between the case in which no re-

finery is built and the case in which 300 people are employed by an operating
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FIGURE 8, 8. Government-Services Predictions for a Three-Hundred
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refinery. The only significant improvement is that more people are
employed at the average wage when the refinery is operating, Thus, the
county becomes more active economically and may be able to attract addi-

tional busines se s.

IZ4- Worker 0 eratin Staff

The second case, that of a IZ4-worker operating staff, provides inter-

esting results when compared to the 300-worker case  figures 8, 9-8. 12!,
While in this case the construction phase of the refinery project causes

swings in population  F8.10-P! similar to those in the first case, noticeable

differences appear once operation begins. The eventual levels of population
 F8. 10-P! and employment  F8. 10-E! are Iower than in the case in which no

refinery is built. The number of unemployed workers  F8. 10-U!, however,

does not drop correspondingly.

COMPARISON OF THE AL TERNA TIV ES

Figures 8, 3, 8. 7, and 8. 11 present information on how jobs and income

are affected in the two different cases. By comparing this information the

predicted economic effects of a refinery can be evaluated, With a staff of

300, the operating refinery would expand economic activity in the county.
Higher levels of jobs in both the manufacturing and service sectors would re-
sult and would be accompanied by a stable constant-dollar wage  F8. 7-A!.

With the smaller staff, these trends would not hold. The number of

manufacturing jobs  F8. 11-M! would eventually drop below the initial level.

Average wages would follow that trend  F8. 11-A!. Additional bad news is in-

dicated by the fact that service-sector employment  F8. 11-S! does not grow

as fast in the base case  F8. 3-$!.

It would appear that the actual number of people eventually employed to

operate the refinery is a critical factor in determining whether or not the re-

finery would benefit the county economically, Improvements do not automat-
ically result from simply building and operating this facility. We have seen
in the computer analysis that the refinery with the larger work force does in-
crease the level of economic activity, whereas the refinery with a small

staff has a tendency to depress economic activity.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS
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FIGURE 8. 9. Migration Predictions for a 124-Worker Refinery

As was advised in earlier chapters, readers should be cautious about

accepting the validity and application of MAINE2. Once an output-producing

model is in operation, it is very easy to become enchanted by the graphs and
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the precision of the numbers. It is very possible to carry the interpretation

given in the last few pages to an extreme,

While much research preceded the development of the MAINEZ model,

it was created without continuous interaction with state planners and repre-

sentatives of the oil industry and other interested groups. Without the
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FIGURE 8. 10. Employment Predictions for a 124-Worker Refinery
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counsel of people with extensive experience, a fundamental structural over-
sight or misinterpretation could go unnoticed. Consequently, the system's
dynamics may be misrepresented and the projections false,

Uncertainty in parameter values has not been a,ddressed in MAINE2.
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FIGURE 8.11, Job and Income Predictions for a 124-Worker Refinery
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For that reason, it cannot be assumed that the values predicted in the corn-

puter outputs will exactly parallel reality, even if the model structure is

correct. lt is therefore futile to look for an expected change of, say, 0.1

percent in the value of a given indicator. The model can. only show trends.
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FIGURE 8, 12. Government-Services Predictions for a 124-Worker
Refinery
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We have seen in this study that the total number of manufa.cturing jobs
in the area can either increase or decrease as a result of building the refin-
ery. We have an indication that the refinery at the low staffing level would
not have significant positive effects on economic activity in the area. But if
on the basis of this indication we projected a certain number of net jobs
gained or lost, our findings would have no validity.

Economic activity has been the item stressed in this model, even
though conditions such as pollution have been taken into account, A more
realistic procedure for Maine residents might be to make the critical indica-
tor a composite variable called "quality of life," Problems arise with thts
approach, though, because the components of such a variable and the weights
given to them are open to much debate. Income, on the other hand, while
not reflecting all aspects of life in Washington County, is an easily interpret-
ed item -- X dollars.

MAINE2 was developed to study a particular situation -- an oil refinery
in Washington County. It is not clear how useful it would be in studying other
problems. This la.ck of transferability is a result of the editing process
associated with constructing the model. For example, only those data
associated with state taxes which were relevant to the original question were
included. Had the focus of the study been the state tax policy, an entirely
different structure for this section would have been developed,

A model of this type is a vehicle for information exchange on, and an
understanding of the processes involved with, change. Uniformed or mis-
guided use of a model will be counterproductive at best. Used as a tool in s.
knowledgeable manner, however, the model can prove valuable in helping the
policy-maker perform his task.
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Chapter 9 GAMES

THE USES OF GAMES

There is much controversy over the benefits of playing games, espe-
cially explicitly educational games. Advocates contend that educational

games actually make the learning process more efficient, Opponents argue

that the only improvement brought about by introducing teaching games into

the school curriculum is a n observable increase in student enthusiasm.

 Perhaps that benefit in itself, however, is enough to justify their use.!

Most people will agree, though, that games in general definitely do

have very practical uses. The res.sons why people play games include these:

1. to gain personal satisfaction

2. to reduce tension

3. to stimula.te physical development

4. to provide a temporary leave of absence from reality

5. to use chance a.s a way of making decisions

6. to prepare for future experiences.

Games such as chess or poker can become almost incredibly involved.

The sources for much of the information in this chapter are Barton �970!

and Avedon and Sutton-Smith �971!.
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Each player has to make decisions, keeping in mind not only his own objec-

tives and strategy, but also the strategy and disposition of the other player s!.
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Complex interactions create a playing environment in which no one player
ever has total control of the garne. Games like these provide a splendid

testing ground for the theories of behaviorists.
Studies have shown that half of the 95 most popular present-day games

are based on acts of cornrnunication, transportation, or warfare. Surpris-

ingly, purely recreationa.l activities are the origin of only 15 percent. Re-

ligion can claim to be the source of another 10 percent. The remaining Z5
percent have yet to be classified.

Military science based its early games on table games like chess.
Business and industry games evolved from these war games and, like the
wa.r garnes, are intended primarily as a means of instruction. According to
theoreticians, educational games have their roots in recreational garnes.

The social and behavioral sciences games are derived from both channels.

A garne can be characterized by ten basic elements:

purpose

Z. phys ical s et ting

3. equipment needed

4. number of players

5. abilities and skills required

6. procedures for actions

7. rules governing actions

8, roles

9. inte ra. ction patterns

1 0, r esults.

Competitive factors and time constraints must also be kept in mind. The
game becomes complete with the addition of the external element of strategy.

Modern nonathletic games take on a number of formats. Some games

consist basically of analysis, Monte Carlo techniques are used in others in

which random sampling is a central element. Another type, of which the
Maine game presented in the next chapter is an example, is the simulation
game that para!leis a segment of the real world.

Many fields have adapted games for use in their operations. The mil-
itary use of garnes goes back thousands of years. The first wa.r games
were concerned with strategy, but during the eighteenth century they became
much more tactical. This century has seen a great expansion in the use of
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games for military purposes. Starting in September 1941, the Japanese

played a game simulating a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. Now, in the

United States alone, over sixty organizations are interested in or are engag-
ing in war games.

Business and industrial use of games started with a game by the name

of Monopologs, developed by the RAND Corporation in the mid-1950s as part
of an attempt to make the Air Force supply system more efficient.

In 1957 the American Management Association developed the first prac-

tical business game, Top Management Decision Simulation. Its purpose was

"to pro~ide a learning experience in which participants could increase their

understanding of the decision-making process"  Greenlaw et al., 196Z!.

Since that time many garnes have been devised to simulate the dynamics of

various aspects of marketing, development, finance, and production.

Education, diagnosis, and therapy are other functions performed by
games. Educational games foster communication skills and general develop-
rnent in a wide range of student activity. Crossword puzzles and spelling

bees fit in this category. Diagnostic games have been used to study common

interpersonal confrontations, marital. problems being an example. Games

have been designed to facilitate recovery from a physical ailment. These

are especially useful in treating children.

THE PURPOSE OI A REGIONAL PLANNING GAME

We have seen that games can take on many different formats and serve

many purposes. They can be fun, they can provide a means of keeping men-

tally or physically fit, and they can be instructive. It is the last attribute on

which the Maine game will focus. In this context, a good answer to the ques-

tion, Why a game? is provided by the following quotation  pertaining to war

games!:

Gaming gives full scope to the enemy's *ctions and

reactions, to his capability and his persistence. No

staff planner writes a paper showing how his plan

will fail and no engineer points out how the weapon

system he has designed can be circumvented. These

one-sided analyses, replete in the detailed calcula-

tions, assume a somewhat chuckleheaded and rather
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friendly enemy who seems quite vague about what

he will do later on as the plan or weapon system

moves smoothly to success. Gaming, on the con-

trary, supplies the most hostile of reviews  Pax-

son, 1963!.

With this point of view in mind, the following goals for the Maine game

were adopted:

1. to develop a simple but realistic model

Z. to emphasize the importance of thinking of actions

in terms oi their net effects

3, to create s. game that would be adaptable  so that

parts of the game could be changed easily to suit
the special constraints of particular projects! and
versatile  so that many different goals andpropos-

als could be studied within the constraints of the

game!.

4. to show the usefulness of gaming as a tool to aid

decision-making in Maine.
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Planning for regional development is replete with inherent dii'ficulties.

Its problems may be unwieldy, misperceived, or difficult in any number of

ways. REDEV, the regional development game, provides a mechanism by

which such problems can be approached in a reasons,ble manner and thus be

made more manageable. The game has a loose format, and permits much

flexibUity in pursuing elusive solutions to planning problems. It provides a.

mes.ns of focusing the knowledge and experience of the players on the actual

problems of the area.

AN 0 VER VIEW 0 F' RED EV

This chapter describes briefly the way REDEV is played. Succeeding

chapters will offer * more complete discussion of the rules a.nd an account

of the actual play of the game.

The format oi' REDEV is in some ways similar to that of Monopoly.

being dependent on the throw of the dice, they are subject to further chance

occurrences about 10 percent of the time, since landing on any one of four of

93

The participants in Monopoly, playing on a forty-block ring around a square

board, wheel and deal to determine which of them will have the most money

and property at the end of the game. The players have several strategic op-
tions, They can concentrate on buying as much property as possible or on

developing the properties they own or, if they are lucky, on both.

The players must, however, work within a strict budget  their initial

capital plus $200 for each complete trip around the board!. In addition to
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the board squares results in either a Community Chest or a Chance card,
Some of these cards help and others hurt the chances of the player who draws

them. Property can be mortgaged to obtain emergency funds or can be sold
or traded. As simple as the garne of Monopoly is, it provides a method of

studying the results of various strategies used to develop the property on the
game map.

REDEV is also concerned with developing property. But the nature of

the game, its actions and goals, are not defined until the players come to-
gether to study the pa.rticular problem or set of problems at hand, In REDEV,
the players must analyze the region of interest and the nature of its prob-
lems or potential problems. Once the problems are defined, a set of condi-
tions that the players agree would constitute a solution to the problems is
adopted as the goal toward which game action is directed. The players work
through a series of business and legislative programs developing, or not de-
veloping the region they have characterized on the game board..

As in Monopoly, a budget places constraints on the players, and chance
events do occur. After five rounds of play, simulating, say, 25 years in

real time, the game ends, a.nd s. careful analysis of the dynamics of the play
by the participants completes the exercise.

The participants may choose to play the game more than once. Re-
playing allows different strategies to be tried and provides knowledge about
the relative merits of alternative development plans.

REDEV is remarkably realistic when it is played seriously. It is not

a magic device that will offer absolute truths or guarantee solutions with
just a casual involvement of the participants. Rather, a rewarding, useful
experience requires from the players not only an eager, committed effort
to explore and understand the complex nature of regional development but
also the conviction that by conscientiously playing the garne they can actually
achieve s usable result.. Both serious planning and imaginative thinking are

needed.

THE GAME MAP

A sample game map used duririg a play of REDEV appears in figure
10. 1. It differs from the Monopoly boa.rd in that it does not have a. fixed
route around which players must move. It is, however, where property is
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developed in accor'dance with the schedules given for projects. These sched
ulcs appear on project cards, REDEV's parallel to the deeds used in Monop-
oiy. Like the Monopoly deeds, the REDEV cards also note the costs of de-
ve loping the pr ope r ty.

The map incorporates the basic features of the area to be examined dur-
ing the game. In the version of the game presented in this and. the following
chapters, it depicts a large coastal city  Port City!, a small coastal town
 Coastalville!, and a small inland town  Inlandton!, which are representative
oi' the coastal area of Maine. Supporting geography and facilities have been

included on the map.

GAME PERSONNEL AND PROCEDURES

The roles played by the participants in REDEV are those of two busi-
nessmen, two legislators, three social evaluators, and one controller. e
One business player  BB! represents the business and industrial interests of
Port City and the surrounding area, while the other  SB! represents those of
Inlandton, Coastalville, and adjacent regions.  The first B and S in these de-
signs.tions simply stand for "big" and "small. "! They command potentially
equal resources. The limits of their resources, which are their budgetary
constraints, are determined by the business climate in their region.

The business players can work individual]y or together. They can also
enter into joint ventures with the legislators, Their primary concern is to
take advantage of the assets of the region in such a manner that the interests
of both new and old business are best served, This does not necessarily
mean that the business players work to develop the region. They may choose
to follow a no-growth, no-change policy,

The two legislators represent the needs and desires of the people of
the area, especially those of the permanent residents. Like the business
players, one legislator  BL! represents Port City and the outlying area,
while the other  SL! represents the remaining territory, Unlike the bu»-
ness players, they operate from two different resource bases, which are a
function of the number of people represented and the amount of money avail-

The role format can, of course, be changed if the game is based on a
region better characterized by some other group of actors.
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able from taxes. In this particular version of the game as developed for

Maine, these two legislators together determine state priorities and imple-

ment as well as develop the state's plans for the area.

Rather than ha.ving their a.ctions determined by throwing dice, the

players in turn either choose a project from *n existing pool of possibilities

or make up a new project designed to bring conditions within their area of

interest closer to their stated goals.

Descriptions of possible projects in the pool are written on project

cards, Each card presents general information about the project, as well
as its cost, the difficulties to be expected in getting the project accepted,

and the anticipated effects of the project should it be implemented.

The existing set of projects is reviewed by all the participants before

the sta.rt of the garne, 0 the projects are inadequate for or irrelevant to the

specific region, the players make up new project cards, And if, as the garne

proceeds, these projects in turn prove to be inadequate or irrelevant, the

players have the option, a,s was stated before, of devising additional ones.

In order to model the uncertainties of real life, chance occurrences

are also included in the workings oi the game. Exogenous-event cards  par-

alleling Monopoly's Chance cards! are similar to project ca.rds in content,

but they are not introduced into the game by the player's choice, They are

randomly chosen and immediately implemented after player projects have

been determined.

As with the project cards, participants review the existing pool of exog-

enous -event cards, before play begins, to determine if the type and rnagni-

tude of surprise events are relevant to life in the region. If they are not, a

realistic set is devised before the start of the garne.

REDKV uses indicators in eleven areas to track conditions in the vari-

ous subregions shown on the board:

l. education

2, medical care

3, bus ines s activity

4, quality of life

5. environment

6, government effectiveness

7. ernp loyment
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8. t ran spo r ta tion

9, r e creation

10. crime prevention

11. popula tion.

Initial conditions, goals, and changes resulting from the game are evaluated
in terms of these indicators, All project and exogenous -event cards include
suggestions as to how each indicator would be affected by the implementation
of the project or the impact of the unplanned event.

The three participants who are social evaluators  SE! are essential to
the game. They are the impartial judges who tell the players how they are
progressing. They do this by translating the implemented projects and ex-
perienced chance events into changes in the values of the eleven indicator
areas. Their other task is to make the probability-dependent decisions in

the garne, i. e., the acceptance of proposed projects and the determination
of exogenous events.

The person who fulfills the remaining function is called the controller
 CONT!. This person handles all numbers, carries out the procedure for
setting initial conditions and goals, determines player point allotments for
each round, and has the final say on the point-cost and difficulty factors of

project proposals, To expedite the play of the game, the controller has the
final authority to interpret the rules and to settle disputes in any case not

covered by the rules.

THE GAME FLOW

The general outline of play of the game can be best described by a flow
chart. Figure 10. 2 is a schematic diagram of the game flow.

As can be seen, the first task of the entire group of participants is to

determine i' or each town the present values of the eleven indicators. The

average of the town values as determined by the group is computed and is
used as the initial condition of that indicator for the play of the game.

[n the next phase of the game, the legislative and business players
analyze these initial conditions to determine the level at which they would
realistically like to see the region's indicators after five rounds of play  rep-
resenting 25 years of real time!, At the same time they are setting these
goals, the controller determines the players' point allotments for the first

round.
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BEG I N
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FIGURE 10. 2. REDEV Game Flow
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Next, the business and legislative players plan their projects for the

first round of play, The players can converse, bargain, debate, or work
together, Borrowing, joint actions, and exchanging points are encour'aged,
As each project is proposed, the social evaluators roll dice to determine if
it is accepted. If it is not, the player proposing the rejected project will get
back 90 percent of its point cost for use on other projects in that round. The
social evaluators also decide what exogenous-event cards are to be used.

The effects of pz ojects that have been accepted are determined by the
social evaluators after careful discussion among themselves. Once all the

projects have been evaluated, the exogenous events are introduced and sim-
ilarly evaluated. F'inally, the controller and the social evaluators modify
the board and all supplementary charts and graphs used for bookkeeping so
as to reflect the new conditions. The next round begins with the players re-

turning to the planning stage.

EV AL UA TIO N

At the end of five rounds, play is stopped. All game personnel are re-
quested to look at wba.t happened to the region as a result of a,ctions taken dur-
ing the play of the game. During this post-play analysis, answers to ques-

tions such as the following should be forthcoming

1, Were the original goals realistic?

Z. What are the reasons for their being met or not met?

3. Is the outcome desira,ble?

4, If not, how could it be improved?
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This chapter offers a detailed description of the Main.e version of

REDEV. Explanations of the various cards and graphs and how they are

used in the game appear, in addition to an outline of instructions for the

game participants.

THE GAVE VAP

A map of a typical coastal area is included as a visual aid  see figure

10. 1!, It provides a consistent framework from which all players can work.
Three cities are included: Port City, with a population of 60, 000; Inlandton,

population 3, 000, and Coastalville, population 2, 500. Its other features are

l. a turnpike roughly paralleling the coast

2. roads and railroads linking the cities

3. deep-water channels leading to Port City and Coastalville

4. a river bordering Inlandton

5. a lake in the region of Coastalville

6. islands off the coa.st.

were included with the map so that project sites could be added or notes

be made directly on the area of interest.

The game map is drawn so as to reflect the characteristics of the area

to be studied. Placement and size of cities, scale factors, and other
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The original game map was drawn to a scale of 2 I/2 miles to the inch.

From the center of Port City it is roughly 22 miles to the center of lnlandton

and approximately 30 miles to the center of Coastalville, Plastic overlays
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characteristics can be changed appropriately to model whatever area is un-

der study,

SO CIAL INDICATORS

As explained earlier, the game uses eleven social indicators to note

tors do represent a broad spectrum of interesting, informative parameters

without being so numerous as to burden the gaming process unnecessarily.

The definition of each indicator is as follows:

the present quantity and quality of

educational facilities and services,

together with the residents' satisfaction

wrth these.

the quantity and quality of medical fa-

cilities and personnel; satisfaction

with these.

the ability of business and industry to

grow and to implement new projects,

l. Education;

2. Medical care:

3. Bus ines s a ctivit

a function of present prosperity, relat-

ed to profits of existing business.

the standard of living; the availability

of various desired facilities and ser-

vices.

the quality of the physical environment

of the area, including the negative ef'-

fects of pollution.

5. Environment:

6. Government e ffec-
tivenes s. the ability of the government to con-

tinue to implement new projects, which

is affected by both the availability of

funds and the present and future levels

of spending on existing facilities and
se rvice s.

the state of affairs in each of the regions of interest shown on the msp.
This group is by no means the only combination of the many indices that
could be used to describe the condition of a region. However, these indica-
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7. ~El t the level of employment,

the level and quality of services on all

tnodes of transportation; the availabil-

ity of access routes and public transit

fa. ci 1 i ti e s,

the quality, availability, and attractive-

ness of recreational facilities and ser-

vices in the area.

the effectiveness of the police, the ju-

dicial process, and penal institutions

in preventing criminal acts.

the number of people living in the area.

9. Recreation..

10. Crime revention;

ll. Population;

ALL indicators are noted on a scale from 0 to l00, with the exception of
those for employment and population. The scale values correspond to
qualitative terms according to the following schedule:

0 - the worst pas sible condition

25 - critically poor

average

75 - very good

100 - perfection,

The employment scale is as follows:

ercenta e of unem lo entscale value

L6

12

50

75

100

The population indicator is the actual population level.

'I'ne vagueness of the terms is intentional; it is very hard to rate these

indicators accurately. However, relative size and direction of change are

more important to the game than. are absolute values and can be clearly

shown by the social indicators,
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INDICATOR SCORE CARDS

Two score cards dealing with the social indicators are used in the

garne. The first is an initial-condition and goal card. Players use this
card as a quick reminder of where they started and where they want to go

  figure 11. I!. For example, in one play of the game the pa,rticipants deter-
mined that the initial condition  IC! for education for the town of Coastal-

ville was Z5. The legislator  SL! and businessman  SB! dealing with this
area set their twenty-five-year goals for education to be 75 and 50, respec-

t ive ly.

The second indicator card notes trends in the social indicators as the

ga.me progresses  see figure 11. 2!, Once again the eleven indicators asso-
ciated with a 0-100 point scale a,re shown, but another dimension, time, has
been added so that the results of all five rounds can be graphically presented.

An enlargement of a section of the card shown in figure 11. 2 appea.rs in fig-
ure 11. 3. The initial condition and goals that appeared in figure 11.1 are

indicated;

25initial condition  IC!

businessman's goal  SB! - 50

75legislator ' s goal  SL!

Horizontal lines have been drawn at these three levels to allow players to

ascertain the status of the area quickly.

As results of the various rounds are determined, changes in the indi-

cators are noted. For example, ii' education in Coastalville should rise 10

points after the first round of play and another 5 after the second, the chart

would then take on the appearance shown in figure ll. 4. Effects of the last

three rounds would be entered in the rema,ining space.

THE PROJECT RATING SYSTEM

A dual rating system is Used to categorize all actions in a standard

reference frame. By using a point system, the necessary budget constraint
mechanism and its associated dynamics are included. A receptiveness fac-

tor determines the probability of the project's being implemented once the
constraint prerequisites are met. It represents the uncertainty associated
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FIGURE 11. l. Initial Condition and Goal Card
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F'IGURE 11, 3. Education Section of Indicator Trends Card

with successfully bringing a project from conception to completion.

Mechanics of the Point S stem

The first rating given to a project reflects the money cost to the player

initiating the project. Because of such financial sources as federal subsi-

dies, which are not included in these net costs to the players, the cost of

many projects is rated very low. The point cost of the projects implement-

ed in a round by a player must be no greater than the budget allotted to him

for that round, unless he borrows from another player.

Cost points are determined by use of the business and government in-

dicators and a point allotment chart  figure 11. 5!. The relevant index is

used as the "present condition," and the budgeted points are read from the

appropriate vertical scale.

For example, to obtain the budget for the legislator from Port City,
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FIGURE 11. 4. Education Section After Two Rounds of Play

the government index for Port City �0! would be used as the "present con-
dition, " A vertical line would be drawn from this point on the Present Con-

dition scale. A horizontal line drawn from the point at which the vertical
line crosses the curve to the City Government scale indicates the budget for

Port City for the next round.
The shape of the curve is arbitrary, lf the players want to change it

they do so at the beginning of play. The same is true of the specific value
of points on the vertical scales. If the players feel that different scales
would make the simulation more realistic ior their situation, they then make

the appropria.te changes.
To obtain the index value for the state government points, an average

value of the government index of the three cities is used, The state's point
scale should reflect the size of allocations to the area which could be rea-

sonably expected from the total state budget, considering the importance of
the three areas in the game relative to the state as * whole,
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FIGURE 11. 5. Point Allotment Chart

The inde' for the business player dealing with Inlandton and Coastal-

ville is an average of business indices for the two towns.

The range of points on the government scales reflects the amount of

funds that are uncommitted to present or future programs.

The range of points on the business scale reflects the amount of capi-

tal available for new project implementation. The shape of the curve given

earlier assumes that little capital will be available until the area becomes

economically attractive.

Points are allotted round by round. They can be used, given away,

borrowed, or lent. However, they may not-be saved for action in
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succeeding rounds. The only manner by which points can be trs.nsferred
from one round to another is by the repayment of a loan. The terms of the

loan will be set by the principals involved. Note that loans can be taken in
the fifth round, but repayment must be considered when evaluating the out-

come of the simulation.

In order to facilitate the paperwork associated with keeping track of

points, the controller uses a standard form for each round. All point allot-

ments, transactions, and expenditures for each player can be neatly kept on

a form such as the one shown in figure 11. 6.

Rece tiveness Ra.tin

A second rating deals with a receptiveness factor. It accounts for such

things as the possibility that even though the monetary costs of a project are
low and the project is strongly desired by one group, the opposition of an-

other group may make the project ha.rd to implement.
The receptiveness rating assigned to each project appears as a letter

code. An "A" project is likely to be accepted, while a "C" project is not.

Chance, however, finally determines acceptance. A social evaluator makes

the determination by throwing dice. Any roll of two dice totalling from Z to

11 points means acceptance for a project rated A, A project rated C is ac-
cepted only if the dice total Z, 3, or 4. For a I3-rated project to be accept-

ed, the throw can total any number of points from Z through 8.

If a project is accepted, it is put aside until all projects for that round
have been rated. Accepted projects a,re then evaluated together. Should a

project be rejected, points are returned to the initiator according to the pro-
cedure described in a following section dealing with the controller.

PROJECT CARDS

Associated with every project is a set of conditions that must be met

before the project can be implemented. Also, certain consequences follow
from. every project once it is implemented. The project card. presents in-
forrnation on these conditions and consequences in a concise manner,

For ease of handling and for clarity in presenting information, a for-
matted 5" x 8" card was developed  figure 11. 7!. It is compact, but yet has

enough space to contain the information needed for the game.
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ROUND

* Points derived from Inl andton

** Points derived from Coastalviile

*~+ State government

FIGURE 11. 6. Cantrollerrs Record Form
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FIGURE ll. 7. Project Card

Along the top of the card the player, project number, and receptive-
ness rating are listed, All players may not be able to or, for that matter,
may not want to implement a given project, Therefore, the player who is
most interested in the project and would probably introduce it is listed. As
projects are coded onto project cards they receive a sequential number, It
appears as "Project P" and is used only as a bookkeeping aid. The third
heading notes the probability of acceptance, A, B, or C.

The main body of the project card co~tails s. description of the project
and a brief statement of its primary objectives and expected effects. Any
special conditions for implementation or unique consequences of implemen-
tation are included under "Remarks." The rems.inder of the card deals with
costs and effects.

The '~Minimum Point Schedule" lists the number of points that are re-
quired to implement the project. These points are listed in the "Suggestion"
row. More than the listed minimum can be used, and it is up to the social
evaluators to judge the appropriateness of such an action.
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The schedule has space for five rounds, but most projects will show

expenses for only the first round. For the sake of simplicity, it will be as-

sumed that the points available in each round are new and uncommitted.

Xew projects will require an initial outlay and continuing commitment in sub-

sequent rounds. The effects of inflation and existing budget expenditures are

excluded; consequently the only cases in which point costs occur other than

in the round of implementation are those in which the project is multistaged
or expanding.

Should the players disagree with the suggested point schedule, space

has been provided for their judgments on point costs.

The bottom part of the project card lists the expected effects on the in-

dicators in the region where the proj ect is implemented. Once again, values

are given in the "Suggestion" row, and there are spaces in which the players

can add their input. A positive number in one of the boxes Ineans that the

particular indicator would be increased by that amount, should the project

be implemented. A negative number decreases the indicator 's value.

Should a plus or a minus appear with no number, it means that the direction

of the effects of the project are known but their size is unknown. A blank

indicate s ths t no ef f ec t is exp ec ted.

An immediate change in indicator values after implementation is the

primary effect of a project. It is then carried for the rest of the game.

However, the project may not continue to be effective over a long period of
time, or, on the other hand, its effectiveness may actually increase with

time. Should changes in the effects of a project be felt in ensuing rounds,
an asterisk will appear in the box or boxes of the indicator s!, and an expla-
nation will appear on the reverse side of the card. Also, should a project
affect geographical areas other than the one in which it is located, the ef-

fects would be noted in the same manner.

An example of an actual project card is shown in figure 11, 8, It de-

scribes the objectives, costs, and expected effects of starting a trucking
company in one of the three regions shown on the game map.

Specifics,lly, the following information is contained on the card:

1. Players SB or BB are most likely to initiate such a project.

Z. The project number a,ssigned is l.

3. The project has a B receptiveness rating.
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FIGURE 11. 8. Project Card for Proposed Trucking Company

4, The proposed firm would serve all three regions of the game
map, as well as adjacent areas.

5, The firm not only would meet existing needs, but would also,
it is hoped, make the area more attractive.

6. The project would cost 15 points in the first round, It is as-
sumed that the firm would not require any further i~put of

points in succeeding rounds.
'7, The expected changes to indicators affected by such a project

at the end of the first round would be these. business +2,
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government +1, employment +1, transportation -Z.

8. It is expected that the project would augment the business in-

dicator in the two succeeding rounds as well.

Players may introduce their own projects, rather than choosing them

from the established pool. Should they desire to do so, a blank project card

is filled out following the pattern just. described. Point schedules as well as

the general feasibility of the project are subject to review by the controller.

EXOG ENOUS- EVENT AND AUXILIAR Y CARDS

Some method of introducing the unexpected and unpredictable must be

included in the game if it is to parallel real life. By such a method, the way

that uncertainty about the future affects planning can be shown.

Like the project cards, the exogenous-event cards specify external or

char ce events in a standard format  figure 11. 9!. Basic information appears

FIGURE 11, 9, Exogenous -Event Card.
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at the top of the card: �! probability of occurrence, �! title of the event,
and �! an identification number. The main body of the card contains a de-
scription of the event aud its probable impact,

Three ratings are used.: �! Very Probable, �! Probable, and   3! Un-
likely. These ratings are derived from the number of auxiliary cs.rds relat-
ed to the event. fhe auxiliary cards are simply a, device for determining
the probe.bility of exogenous events and have no content of their own. F'rom
one to three such cards are made up for each event. Each card carries on-

ly the number of one of the exogenous events and an indication of whether it
is the first, second, or third card associated with the event, The cards are
shuffled and combined into a deck.

An exogenous event rated Very Probable would have thz ee auxiliary
cards in the deck, an event rated Probable would have two, and one rated
Unlikely would have only one.

For an exogenous event to be considered as having occurred in a round
of play, one of its auxiliary cards must be drawn during that round. So that.
the game is not overloaded with exogenous events, only three auxiliary cards
are drawn during each round. Should two auxiliaries from the same event
be chosen, the second is disregarded and a replacement is drawn,

An example of an exogenous event card appears in i'igure 11. 10. It is
event 421 in the listing of exogenous events provided with the Maine version
of REDEV and is entitled '~Megalopolitan Spread. "

The text has several parts. First, a brief explanation of the megalo-
politan spread northward is offered. Next, the primary effects of such an
event are given, along with further explanation. The text continues with sug-
gestions as to what secondary effects might be important. Finally, a sug-
gestion is made as to how the eocia,l evaluators might extend th e scope of the
exogenous event should they desire to do so.

The event is adequately described for the purposes of this game. De-
tails necessary for evaluation are explicitly stated, Participant-initiated
exogenous-event cards introduced during the game would follow this pattern.

The upper left-hand corner of the Megalopolitan Spread card contains
its probability rating -- Probable, According to the guidelines described
earlier, it would have two cards in the auxiliary deck, one of which would
have to be drawn for the event to occur.
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EVENT +: 2lPROBABILITY RATING:
Probable

EXOGENOUS EVENT: Negalopolitan Spread

Because of increases in national population and changes in lifeetyles, the
megalopolis that now encompasses Boston, Nev York, Baltimore, and Washington is
spreading northward.

This expansion is first felt in a five-year increase in tourist trade  and
a decline in quality of recreation, unless other events intervene! . The population
of Port City begins to grow, and the business Index leaps upward sosm lS points
this period,

If transportation to the south is improved, cossnerce will increase and
business will improve still further. There is pressure for this action. Land
speculation ie rampant, and port City is becoming a boom town. Pollution and
crime increase. Firms are looking for nev sites'

The social evaluatore «ill determine whether and how this trend will con-
tinue through the rest of the game. Pay attention to the changing demographic
base and the secondary effects of the population increase. You nay vish to simulate
some national actions.

FIGURE 11.10. Exogenous-Event Card for Megalopolitan Sprea.d

GAME PERSONNEL

The minimum number of participants required to play this version of

the game is eight. They play the following roles: two representatives of

business interests, two legislators, three social evaluators ~ and one con-

troller.

The Business Pla ers

Territories. One player  BB! represents the business and industrial

interests of Port City and the surrounding region. The other player  SB!

represents those of Inlandton, Coastalville, and their surrounding regions.

Points. The business players are alloted points from the graph used

by the controller. The point allotment of player BB is a. function of the busi-
ness index for Port City. Player SB's allotment is a function of the average

of the business indices for Inlandton and Coastalville.

Duties. The duties of the business players are to serve the interests
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of business in the regions �! by implementing projects designed to improve
the business climate and the economic well-being of the people and �! by
taking whatever additional steps are necessary to preserve the sta.tus of busi-
ness.

A ti . Th b '* p'I y I1! t o p jet d,IZ!
create new exogenous-event cards, and �! implement projects from project
cards either by direct funding from points delegated to that region by the
controller or by making arrangements with the other businessman or with
one or both of the legislators to borrow, lend, give, or receive points at a

rate set by the players involved. These players may also perform any other
function necessary to complete the game, given the arrangements settled

upon by the players.

The l,e islative Pla ers

Territories. One legislative player  BL! represents Port City and the
surrounding region; the other player  SL! represents Inlandton, Coasts lville,
and their surrounding regions. Together �L! the players represent the

state legislature.

Points. The legislative players are allotted points from a graph used by
the controller. The point allotment of player BL is a function of the govern-
ment index for Port City. Player SL receives two separate grants of points,
based on the government indices for Inlandton and Coasts lville, The two
players acting together as the legislature receive a point allotment that is a
function of the average of the three government indices.

Duties. The duties of the two legislators are to serve the people of

their regions �! by implementing projects to meet the needs of the people in
the three regions, in accordance with their budgetary constraint, and �! by
taking whatever steps are required to safeguard the region from uncon-
trolled development, again in a.ccordance with their budgetary constraint,

Actions. The legislative players �! create new project cards, �!
create new exogenous-event cards, and   3! implement projects from project
cards by direct funding from points delegated to the region by the controller,
by using state points for a project, or by making some arrangement with the
other legislator or with one or both of the business players to borrow, lend,
give, or receive points at a rate set by the players involved.. They also
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perform any other function necessazy to complete the game, given the ar-
rangements settled upon by the players.

The Social Evaluators

Duties. The three social evaluators  SK! are of equal status, Their
duties are  I'I to evaluate the effects of all projects and exogenous events,
�'I to determine which exogenous events occur, and �! to determine which

pz.ojects are accepted.

Actions. The social evaluators use auxiliazy cards to determine the

occurrence of endogenous entente.  Exogenous events occur after the projects

for each round have be~n irnpleznented, ! The evaluators determine the ac-

ceptance of projects by throwing dice, as described earlier in this chapter.

If a pzoject is accepted, the socia.l evaluators notify the proposer. The ef-
I'sets of the project s.re assessed when all proposals for that round have been

made by the players, A project is considered implemented upon its accep-
tance. If a project is rejected, the social evaluators notify the proposer.
The controller is alerted so he or she can znake adjustments in point allot-

ments. The rejected project cannot be resubznitted in the round in which it

was rejected.

In assessing the impacts of projects, the social evaluators use the in-

dicatoz. change suggestions on the project cards as guides in adjusting the
affected. indicators. Should the social evaluators feel that the suggested val-

ues of indicator adjustment. are wrong oz inadequate they may  I! make the
appz opriate changes and explain their action to the players,   2! include ad-

ditional changes, and   3! alter any of the indicators of z egions other than the

one in which the project appears, should such a move seem necessary.

It should be remembered that one round of the game is equivalent to an

elapsed time of f'ive years. Transient effects are not considered in this sirn-

ulation unless they are of great magnitude. It is the net effects that are of

prime importance.

The Controller

Duties. The controller acts as garne znoderator. He oz she has the

final say on rule interpretation and may settle any disputes that arise. In

particular, the controller �! carries out the evaluation of initial conditions,
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�! sets points for players, �! revises points when projects are rejected,

�! makes sure that budgets are not exceeded, �! makes sure that any inter-

player bargaining is legal, �! handles all chart modifications, and �! over-

sees the entire garne.

Actions. The controller evaluates initial conditions in the following

way; All participants  the controller included! are given indicator cards for
the three regions on which they indicate what they believe the present con-

ditions of the area to be. The controller averages the eight values obtained.

These averages becoine the initial conditions for each of the eleven indica-

tors in the three areas.  A calculator would be helpful to the controller here.!

Nev' indicator cards with the initial conditions are then distributed, and the

players are charged with setting their goals for values of the e1even indica-

tors at the end oi' five rounds of play.

Using the appropriate government or business index, the controller de-

termines the points each player will have for the next: round using �! the ini-

tial conditions to determine points for the first round and �! repositioned

indicators from the previous round for rounds 2 through 5.

The controller returns to players whatever points are owing to them

after rejection of a pz-oject. Should a project be rejected, not all points orig-

ins.lly committed to it are available for other projects. In the game ver-

sion described in this book, the points returned to a player whose project is

i ejected are 90 percent of the original number, but this rule may be changed
at the will of the participants. For projects with expenses in more than one

round, points scheduled during the round in which the project is proposed

are the only ones that are reduced.

After all projects and endogenous events are evaluated, the controller

receives from the social evaluators a list of' the total changes to each indi-

cator. The controller makes the appropriate modifications in indicator lev-

els on the indicator cards, according to procedures outlined earlier.

THE SEQUENCE OF' PLAY

For play to be efficient the workload of the participants must be bal-

anced. Tasks are scheduled in such a manner as to keep all participants

busy during all phases of the game while at the same time not compromising

the verisimilitude of the dynamics. The following format is suggested as a
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means of keeping the length of the garne to five hours  figure 11. 11!.

T ime Slot 1

During the first phase, all participants determine the initial values for

the eleven indicators used to describe the status of the three regions. While

the controller carries out the formalities associated with determining the ac-

tus.l initial conditions and filling out the appropriate forms, all other parti-

cipants should be familiarizing themselves with the projects included with

the game. This is also a good time to make up new project and exogenous-

event cards.

Time Slot 2

Once the controller hands the initial-condition and goal cards to the

four players, they can mark their goals for the various indicators. 1VIean-

while, the controller determines point allotments for the round. This

shouldbe a very quick process.

Time Slot 3

Much happens in the third time slot. After the players receive their

points, they work out their project proposals and submit them to the social

evaluators who in turn either accept or reject them. Should any project be

rejected, the controller makes the necessary point adjustments. Players

then work with the returned points on other courses of action. Accepted

projects are held for evaluation in the next time slot, The social evaluators

choose the exogenous events for the round and these, too, are kept for eval

uation in the next time slot.

Time Slot 4

The brunt of the work during the fourth slot falls on the social evalua-

tors. They tell the players what exogenous events have occurred in that

round, They evaluate the imps.cts of all implemented projects and exogenous

events, When finished, they hand the controller s. list of the total effects,

The controller then modifies the indicator charts s.nd determines point allot-

ments for the next round, While the evaluators and the controller are at

work, the players have time to plan their efforts i' or the next round, Some
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BEGIN

ALL PARTICIPANI'S SET
INITIAL CONDITIONS TIME SLOT 1

CONTROLLER
DETERhhlNES POINTS TIME SLOT 2

TIME SLOT 3
PLAYERS
DETERMINE PROJECTS

PLAYERS SUBIVIIT
ALTERNATE PROJECTS5 OC IA L E VALUATOR 5

ACCEPT OR REJECT
PROJECTS

rel ected CONTROLLER
REVISES POINTS

accepted

PROJECT IMPACTS EXOGENOUS EVENT5
ASSESSED BY ASSE55ED BY
SOCIAL EVALUATORS SOCIAL EVALUATORS

NEW INDtCATOR g CONTROLLER
VALUES round 5 DETERMI NES POINTS

through round 5

TIME SLOT 4end of round 5

EVALUATION OF GAtrIE TIME SLOT 5

END

FIGURE 11. 11. Format for Five-Hour Play of REDEV

PLAYERS
SET GOAL5

PLAYERS PLAN
FOR NEXT
ROUND

SOC IAL EVALUATORS
PICK EXOGENOUS EVENTS
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adjustments to these plans will be necessary in the next round, when the ef-
fects of the first round are known.

tions of the third time slot.

Play is continued by returning to the ac-

Time Slot 5

Once five rounds have been played, the action enters the last phase,

evaluation of the game a.s a whole. Analyzing what occurred during the game
is perhaps the single most important aspect of the entire simula.tion. By
referring to the initial conditions, goals, and final conditions of the indica-

tors, together with a list of events, all participants should be able to retrace
the entire simula.tion a.nd, through discussion, come to understand why
things -- expected and unexpected -- happened as they did.
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P R E - P LA Y D EC IS IO NS

After discussing the rules and format of the game, the participants ad-
dressed the ts.sk of determining specific policies for this particular play.
The following specifications were decided upon;

l. The game personnel would consist of eight participants

 BB, SB, BL, SL, 3 SE, 1 CONT!.

2. Point graphs and accepts,nce probabilities would be those

given in the original set of rules  See chapters 10 and 11!,

3, peturned pair ts from rejected projects would be discounted

at 10 percent and rounded off to the next whole point.

4. Projects and exogenous events would be evaluated according

to the suggested effects noted on the appropriate cards.

Where the amount of the expected effect was not known, the

social evaluators were to be instructed to use their judgment,

5. No modifications would be made on the game map.
6. One round would represent five years in real time.

7. Critical points  indicated by numbered circles! would be added

to the indicator scales  figures 12. 1, 12. 2, 12. 3!.

125

This chapter reports on actual play of the Maine version of REDEV.

The session at which this play took place was the last of a series carried

out to develop the best possible format for the game, before it was released
for use by planners and policy-makers in Maine.
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Nine of the eleven indicators would have two circles placed

on the scales -- one at the high end and one at the low end.

When an indicator value reached or passed one of these crit-

ical points, a shift in the population of the area would be

assumed to have occurred. If the lower point were reached

or passed, the population would be lowered to reflect dis-

appointment with life in that area, If the high critical point

were met or exceeded, the population would be increased be-

cause of the heightened attractiveness of the area, The size

of the change would be determined by multiplying the number

inside the circle by 1, 000 for Port City or 100 for Inlandton

and Coastalville. Care would have to be exercised not to

let any secondary effects from the changes in population go

unnoticed. For example, a jump in population made manda.-

tory when an indicator passed a high critical point couldlow-

er the education indicator because more people would have

to be educated with the existing facilities,

INITIAL CO NDITIONS

Before the participants could set initial conditions for the eleven indi-

cators, research had to be done on the real-life areas that were models for

the three cities and regions on the game map. Portland, Gray, and Machias

were the basis for the game's framework.

Port City modeled the basic cha,racteristics of Portland, which is locat-

ed on Casco Bay in Cumberland County. Sixty-five thousand people inhabit

its 22. 4 square miles, and in the decade from 1960 to 1970 the city experi-

enced a drop in population of 10. 3 percent, most of which was due to out-

migration. Educational expenses per pupil for Portland public schools are

higher than the average for the state.

Gray, the model for Inlandtoi:, is approximateLy 17 miles north of Port-

land and occupies 42. 8 square miles. Lakes and skiing areas are nearby.

During the 1960-1970 deca.de, the population jumped by more than a third to

2, 939 people. This small community provides police and fire protection to

its inhabitants in spite of its relatively low tax rate, Its public educatio~

expenditures a.re $550 per pupil,
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Gray offers great possibilities for development. Its location, topog

raphy, and community facilities are excellent. The extensive recreational

assets of the area add to its attractiveness.

The third city modeled in the game is located in the easternmost re-

gion of the state. Vachias and its neighbor, Machiasport, are located in

one of the most economically depressed areas in all New England, The ef-

fective buying power of income in this region is 33 percent below the New

England average and 15 percent below the state avera.ge. As might be ex-

pected, unemployment is high.

There are 2,441 people living in the 15. 2 square miles of Machias, and
the town experienced a 6. 6 percent drop in population during the last decade.

School expenditures stand at $504 per pupil,

The region is basically undeveloped but offers great potential in at
least one regard. Land and sea formations would allow for building a deep-

water port and oil refinery. Many think that such a. project would be of
great economic value not only to lVIachias but also to the entire New England

region.

Ma.chias is much further from Portland than its game counterpa.rt,

Coastalville, is from Port City on the game map. This disparity between

the game and the real world was not considered to be an important issue, Ii'

the distance factor had been considered important, another game map could

have been drawn to reflect the true distance.

Fallowing the method outlined in the rules, all eight participants se-

Iected initial values for the eleven social indicators in the three regions.

The averages of these values are shown in figures 12. 4, 12. 5, and 12. 6.
The ten qualitative indicators for Port City deviated very little from

the midpoint of the 0-100 scale. Nine of the ten were within five points of

50 and the tenth, the government. index, was only ten points below it, For

all practical purposes, Port City's initial condition was that of an ave~age

city. The eleventh indicator, population, was set to show a population of

60, 000.

The participants determined that Inlandton was in below-average con-

dition. The levels of education and medical care were close to the critical-

ly poor points, while those of business, government, and transportation were
not much higher. Quality of life a.nd the environment were rated average.
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GOALS

Figures 12. 7, 12. 8, and 12.9 show the values chosen by the players a,s

goa1s for the social indicators at the end of five rounds of play  equivalent.

to approximately 25 years in real life!. For the most part, the goals were

set at a level higher than the initial conditions, and in some cases ambitious

jumps were desired, e. g., the environmental indicator goal of the legisla-

tor for Inlandton and the same legislator's education indicator goal for

Co a s ta 1 ville.

FIRST POINT ALLO TM EN T

Using the initial conditions set by all participants, the controller re-

leased the following schedule of available points:

Index Points

BB 58

BL 40

40 36SB

SL Inland to n
Coas ta 1 ville

41
40

2L  SB and SL,
acting as the
state legislature! 40 5

The list seems to indicate that business interests were heavily favored

in point allotments; however, that is not quite the case. Business, as a ge-

neral rule, has to put up or borrow all the money for a project, whereas

many state and loca,l government projects are subsidized in one for'm or
another and their cost to their proponents therefore is less.

The two indicators that were on the iavorable side of average were recrea-

tion and crime prevention. The area provided good possibilities for outdoor

activity and had not experienced the problems of crime as much as the big

cities had. Inlandton, however, could use help.

Coastalville had ratings almost identical to those of Inlandton. It ex-

perienced the same problems and for approximately the same reasons.

Coastalville's environmental indicator, however, was higher because much

of the area surrounding the town was still untouched by development.
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FIGURE 12. 9. Goals for Coastalville
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ROUNDS I AND 2

move the values of their social indicators from the initial conditions to the
goaLs they had set. They had to implement projects in the face of uncertain-
ty and within a budgetary constraint.

All participants, especially the social evaluators, attempted to plan
and evaluate in terms of long-range net effects. The simulation would have
been of dubious value if any other basis of evaluation had been used,

A list of projects proposed. for the first two rounds appears in Table
1Z.1. The table also indicates exogenous events that occurred.

TABLE 1Z. l. Projects and Exogenous Events

ROUNDS 1 AND Z

Round ~Po' t~P| Lo cation

Restaurant-motel-theater corn
plex

PCBB

PC

PC

Eight indoor tennis courts

Trucking companys

Soft-drink bottling plant

Aquaculture study

Lake recreation facilities

Commercial park

PC

SB

SB

SB
Low-cost housing for elderly
and poor

SB

PC

PC

New hospitalBL
Improvement of ma,ss' transit
and routes to city

Advertising for tourismI,CSL
Upgrading the road between
Coasts.lville and Inlandton

I,CSL

Me ga lop olitan spr ea dPC1 exo ge nous
event  Continued!

~In uts The intention of all players was to choose or create projects that would
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~Pro 'e t

Shoe-manufacturing company

Ro und ~Pla *

BB

Lo ca ti on.

PC

Aq uaculture company

Marrna

Trucking corn.pany

BB PC

PCBB

PC

Motel, re staurantSB

Sarlmg pavrlron, youth club,
marina,

SB

PC New schoolBL

Imp ro ving e du ca tio n, hi r ing
more teachers

SL

Public park, playground,
picnic area

SL

' Project was rejected

Results

Figure IZ. 10 shows the indicator card for Port City after two rounds of

play, Much has happened, According to the social evaluators the education

indicator has surpassed both the legislator's and the businessman's goals

because of the primary effects of building a school in the second round and

the secondary effects of ail other projects and events during both rounds.

Medical care also noticeably improved with the building of a new hospital.

The most striking change, however, came in the business index. In

addition to the tendency for the index to incres,se with the improvement in

the qua.lity and quantity of business in the area, a. great shift took place as a

result of the megalopolitan spread, which occurred as an exogenous event

 see figure 11.10!. As was suggested by the exogenous-event card, the busi-

ness index improved fifteen points because of the development boom tactual

and potential!; this increase resulted in a greatly expanded point budget for

player BB.

Education and medical care improvements increased the quality-of-

life index also. The environment indicator suffered, however, but only

slightly, because the negative effects of the boom in business had not yet

been strongly felt. The marina, tennis courts, and theater caused a jump

in the recreation index. People, it was assumed, began to look upon the
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government more favorably because the net effect of changes in these indi-

The remaining indicators showed no significant rnove-cators was desirable.

ment,

Up to this point, the Port City players were doing well. Impressive
strides toward the goals put forth at the beginning of the game had been tak-
en. The Port City players either planned we11 or unknowingly chose those
projects that the social evaluator s favored.

RO UNDS 3, 4, AND 5

~ln uts The remaining rounds of play were carried out with the same goals
and methods in mind. As ~oted, some indicators had improved in round 2,
Others, however, did not, and some actually dropped slightly. These indi-
cators would need attention in the later rounds if there was to be balanced

growth in the areas.

Table 12. 2 lists the projects and exogenous events of the last three

rounds, From the third round on, a number of projects not included in the

original game set were originated. Apparently, the players felt that the
projects in the existing selection were inadequate to move the indicators

~Po tRound P~l* Location

Sewage-treatment plantPCBL

Expanded commercial aqua.
culture

PC

One wholesale and two retail
health-food stores

PC

Closing of paper pls.nt because
it is old and pollution contro1
costs too much

PC

Strict enforcement of air and
water pollution laws

PCexogenous
event

Purchase of wildland  making use
of the Federal Open Spaces Act!

 Continued!

SL

from their second-round values to the goals set at the beginning of the game,

TAI3LE 12. 2 Projects and Exogenous Events

ROIJNDS 3, 4, AND 5
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TABLE 1Z, 2.  Continued!

ProjectRound Location

SL

Golf courseSB I

exogenous
event

SB C

SB, SL C

SL

PCBL

PCBL

PCBL

PCBL

PC

PCBB

PCexogenous
event

SL

SB

Tourism boomexogenous
event

  C o n tinued!
Project was rejected,

Better cooperative school/
industry programs for high
s choo 1 s tu de nts

Large private housing de-
velopment on the river

High water, with consequent
damage to mater-table purity
end sewage- treatment facili-
ties

Potato-processing plant

Port facility"

Zoning for port

Advertising for new industry;
the offer of a five-year tax
inc e ntive

0 utpa ti en t c 1 in i c

Reorganization of the city
government to reduce in-
efficiency, corruption, and
spending

Transfer of ownership of city
mass-transit to private firm

Health clinic with exercise
facilities and staff for weight-
reduction

Two new large fast-food con-
cerns

Departure of three large in-
dustries because of strict
pollution contr o1 s

Legal controls on facilities
near water

Outpa t i en t c l in i c  par tia lly
s tate � funded!

Shutdown of waterfront paper
mill because of expense of
pollution controls
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TABLE 12, 2.  Continuedj

Round ~P1 a Location ~P'e 1

exogenous
event

SB

School funding, as a con-
cession for oil refinery

SB

Ta.x conc es sion to oil com-
pany

SL

SL

PCBB

PCBL

PC

PC

PC

Zoning ordinance for river
area

SL

Police force upgrading

SB

SL, SB

SL

This facility, together with the port-zoning project of round 3, resulted

in a change in the receptiveness factor of the oil refinery from C to B for

remaining rounds.

SL

SL

Federal funds available for
historic restoration

Oil refinery

Road upg r a ding

Sewage -tr eatment facility

Large recreation facility

Renovation of penal institu-
tions, including rehabilita-
tion programs

Solid-waste commercial re-
cycling fa.cility, along with
small industries that use the
reclaimed materials

Large shopping center

Small electric steel mill

Historic ri~er fort rebuilt,
with local workers educated
in techniques of eighteenth-
century craftsrns.nship

Restaurants, hotels, and
other tourist fa.cilities built
to take advantage of fort
r enova tion

Port facility for oil

Police force increase



THE SIMULATION GAME

R e suits

The completed indicator cards appear in figures 12. 11, 1Z. 1Z, and 12. 13.

A quick gla.nce reveals that Port City fared better in this simulation than

either Inlandton or Coastalville.

~PtC't.Zdat'o'P tC'ty* foabl -age i@of

45 to 60. This new value is above average and is the higher of the two goals

chosen. Medical care made almost the same move. While it did not reach

the Port City legislator's goal, its rise of more than ten points was certain-

ly substantial.

Because of an unexpected event  megalopolitan spread!, the business

index received a tremendous boost in round l. As a result, it, not only

passed both goals but also passed the high critical point. This movement

brought a mandatory increa.se in population of 3, 000 people. This increase

represented half the expected rise in population over the Z5 years,

Surprisingly the qua,lity-of-life and environment indicators rose 15 and

10 points respectively in spite of the increased population. These rises were

made possible by adequate controls and protective measures limiting the

disadvantages of urban growth and general economic development and, per-

haps, by the city's achievement of its recreation goals.

Other indicators fared less well. The government index climbed more

than 10 points, but still fell short of both goals. The legislators did not

prove themselves as effective as they would have hiked. Transportation and

crime prevention showed movement in the right direction, but did not meet

the goals of either the legislators or the businessmen. Employment did not

move at all. Apparently, the increase in population offset any gains made in

the tota1 number of people employed.

On the whole, however, Port City did very well. When goals were not

a.ctually met, they were closely approached. If the population indicator is
excluded, the city,was Z32 points short of the goals at the beginning of the

game. It finished only 59 points short of all goals  any movement beyond

a goal was not counted!. At the beginning, the average value of the ten qual-

itative indicators was 49. By the end of the game that figure had risen to a

respectable 60, significantly above average.

This point figure is determined by subtracting the initial conditions

from the goals and summing the differences.
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Inlandton. Although Inlandton made progress, it did not do as well as
Port City. The initial conditions were short of goals by 430 points, indica-
ting more ambitious plans for this town than for Port City. Operating con-
stra.ints hindered development, however, and resulted in a 307-point deficit
at the end of play, Nevertheless, the 123-point movement led to an increase
from 47 to 53 in the ten-indicator average.

Educe.tion, medical care, and the business index followed the pattern
set in Port City, but fell short of goals in all cases. Although the goals
were the same as Port City' s, Inlandton started with a bigger deficit and did
not experience immediate benefits from the Port City boom.

The quality-of-life rose slightly, reflecting the small positive move-
ments in related indicators with only a slight drop in environmental quality.
The government index improved to almost average, and employment rose 9
points, putting it above average.

The effects oi' the renovated fort and the resulting tourist trade served
to lower the transportation index because nothing was done to improve the
routes to the southwest, where most of the increase in traffic would origi-
nate, Recreation, however, gained as a result of the fort a.nd additional
tourist facilities. Because of the influx of visitors, crime prevention de-
teriora.ted slightly.

Coastalville. Coastalville suffered, It actually experienced a de-
terioration in the average value of its indicators,

Education remained below avera,ge in spite of improvements, Medical
care dropped almost to the critical level. The government and recreation
indices showed hardly any movement, but the evaluators felt that crime pre-
vention suffered tremendously.

One of the few improvements over initial conditions came in the bus-
iness index, owing to the strong influence of the new oil facilities. Quality-
of-life and environmental indicator s suffered because of the same influence.
The quality-of-life value dropped below its critical population-change level.
The environment value came close to doing the same, Not only bad results
stemmed from the implementation of oil facilities, however. Unemployment
dropped considerably in this small town. Much better transportation result-
ed from improvements made during the construction and start-up phases of
the new industry.
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Coastalville started v:ith a 409-point total goal deficit. Unfortunately,
it finished 421 points below its goals, for a net change of -12 points. The
average indicator value dropped from 48 to 47,

A combination of events led to Coastalville's problems. In the first
place, the social evslu*tors in this game gave heavy weight to the detrimen-
tal effects of the new oil facilities. The other main problem of the town wa,s

the apparent lack of enthusiasm or initiative on the part oi' the town's players.
With the exception of the oil industry, the projects implemented in or nes.r

Coastalville during the game were without inspiration. Perhaps it would

fare better in another simulation.
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LIMI TA TIO NS

Mechanics

The overriding problem of the game is establishing a satisfactory
trade-off between the realism of the game and the difficulty of playing it.
If this game is to be useful as a tool for planners, it must not be so difficult

that people will refuse to play it. However, a game of this kind is more in-

teresting if it simulates actual life, which is extremely complex.

By necessity, some shortcuts were taken in this version. For example,
some decisions were left to chance rather than being determined by discus-
sion and vote of the players. It was felt that a discussion on whether or not

to implement each project would have required too much game time.

Interde endencies

As can be imagined, it is practically impossible to include all the in-

terdependencies that might exist between projects. In the game, only the
social evaluators ' judgment can determine the degree to which these effects
must be taken into account.

147

REDEV is not a perfect game. No gaming simulation can hope to paral-
lel the real world exactly. Nevertheless, REDEV is a prototype oi' a game
that can simply and flexibly model the dynamics of a region -- in this case,
part of Ma. inc ' s coast.
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Quantitative Jud ments

Another difficulty with the simulation is that of obtaining quantitative

results from qualitative planning. In other words, much of the true worth
of the game comes directly from the experience, thoughtfulness, and insight

of the social evaluators in determining the likely quantitative changes of the

indica,tors.

It is possible that an exact effect on the indicators could be specified
for each project, but this predetermination would destroy the flexibility of
the game and would also be unrealistic, since all the consequences of an

action cannot be completely predetermined, Thus, although we must accept

the fact that a problem exists, we can provide enough information so that, if
the players are serious about the game and put forth enough effort to play it

properly, they will obtain valuable results.

VARIATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

Because of the time restrictions for the play of the game, an implicit

limit on the number of projects each player may submit per round has been

imposed through the point system, This restriction is partially unrealistic
and limits the variety of changes that can be effected in ea.ch round, How-
ever, it has been necessary in order to allow the social evaluators time to

consider all of the consequences of the ten or twelve projects proposed in

ea ch round.

Instead of doing all of the bookkeeping of the game by hand, however,

participants could use a computer to keep account of the clerical processes

of the game. It would allow a relaxation of some of the game constraints,

Evaluation of proposed projects could be carried out by using a. model

similar to MAINEZ but developed specifically to deal with the situations that

would be likely to arise in the game. A thorough analysis of projects could

be performed if this were feasibIe from a cost/availability standpoint.
An enlarged, more detailed game map, which would allow land use to

be explicitly included as a game concept, could be worthwhile in some situa-

tions. Additional expansions of the game, such as the inclusion of players

serving as project lobbyists or the addition of different age-group satisfac-

tion indicators, might a.iso prove worthwhile in future game models.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS

Playing the game many times would provide planners with information

of great value. Replaying would allow different scenarios to be played in an

attempt to analyze the sensitivity of the indicators to alternative approaches.

This analysis would give insight into the merits of various trade-offs in proj-
ects and create a reasonable knowledge base from which to plan.

Another possible use of the game would be to resolve differences

created by a lack of understanding of the "opposition's" needs and goals. In

a game played for this purpose, real-life legislators would, for example,

play as businessmen, businessmen as social evaluators, and evaluators as

legislators.

Participants would be asked to take on, during the game, the a,ttitudes

and desires appropriate to their new roles. This role-play might well have

real-life benefits in heLping those involved in planning decisions become

sensitive to points of view other than their own.

In summary, the game does have limitations and some problems. Yet

it is useful, too. Within limits, it meets the goals of providing a stimulating,
compressed-time simulation laboratory that gives insights into the problems

of planning for regions such as Maine's coast.
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0001 L

0002 L

0003 A

0004 N

0005

0006 N

0007 R

0008 R

0009 R

0010 R

0011 R

0012 A

0013 R

0014

WWOI. K=WWOI. JQ DT!  MP. JK+MHEW. JK+MUNEMP, JK-DR, JK+
MAT. JK-CINJ'. JK!
WORKERS WITHOUT INCOME

WWI. K=WWI. J+ DT! CINJ, JK!
WORKERS WITH INCOME

TP. K= WWOI, K+WWI, K! AFS!
TOTAL POPULATION

WWOI=  UNEMPC! W WI!
WORKERS WITHOUT INCOME INITIAL CONDITION

UNEMPC=. 089
UNEMPLOYMENT CONSTANT
Average 1960-1970 levels as a percent of workers rather than
total available work force.  Maine Pocket Data Book 1971
Section 8. 13. !

WWI=10033
WORKERS WITH INCOME INITIAL CONDITION
Derived from the summation of initial values for industry
groups' jobs,

MP, KL= TABHL MPT, TPI. K, 0, 20, 20!! T P. K/AFS!
MIGRATION FROM POLLUTION

MHEW. KI = TABHL MHEWT, PCHEW. K, 5E2, 27E2, 22E2!!
 TP. K/AFS!
MIGRATION FROM HEW

MUNEMP. KL= TABHL MUNEMPT, UNEMP. K, 0, . ZO,, OZ5!!
 TP. K/AFS!
MIGRATION FROM UNEMPLO YMENT

DR. KL= DRC! TP, K/AFS!
DEATH AND RETIREMENT RATE

MAT. KL=DELAY1  MATC! TP. K!, 15!
MAT U RAT ION RAT E
There is a delay of 15 years between births and maturation into
the lab o r for c e.

UNEMP. K='WWOI. K/ WWOI. K+WWI, K!
UNEMPLOYMENT

CINJ' KL=  JBS. K-PJBS. K!
C HANG E IN N UMBER OF JO BS

AFS=2. 74
AVERAGE "FAMILY" SIZE
State averages for the number of jobs divided by the number of
people.
Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section 8.
This multiplier is a constant because it is assumed that there
will be little incentive for the percentage of housewives employed
to significantly change over the life of this model because of the
effects of the oil refinery on the economy.
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0015 T MPT =0/-, 0196
MIGRATION FROM POLLUTION TABLE
This figure was chosen so that if the pollution index goes up to
twenty times its present level a, migration of 1. 96 percent per
year of the total population will occur.

0016 A TPI, K=TPOL, K/POI NF
TOTAI POI LUTION INDEX

0017 T MHEWT=-,0196/.0196
MIGRATION FROM HEW TABLE
These valves were chosen such that the relationship shown in
figure C, 1 holds.

Z 0
.01

u g
Og
ZZ
O~

�.Ol

FIGURE C. l.

0018 A PCHEW. K=HEW. K/TP. K
PER CAPITA HEW

0019 T MUNEMPT=.196/.039/0/-.035/-. 047/-. 066/ �, 085/-.124/-.173
MIGRATION FROM UNEMPLOYMENT TABLE
The values were chosen to reflect the increased attractiveness of
the area with decreasing unemployment rates in the manner shown
in figure C. 2.
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Z
0
I

g ENT

FIGURE C. Z.

OOZO A TPOL. K= POLN. K! AFFOR!+POLOI. K+POI P. K
TOTAL POLLUTION

POLNF=Z. 8E6
POLLUTION NORMALIZATION FACTOR
Pounds of pollutants is a measure chosen to be consistent with
other parameters dealing with pollution generation and absorp-
tion,

0021 C

0022 L HEWP. K=HEWP. J+ DT! MTHEW. JK+. 5-DHEW. JK!
LEVEL OF HEW FACILITIES

OOZ3 C DRC=. 011
DEATH RATE CONSTANT
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section l. 9, state average. !

0024 C MATC=. 02
MAT URAT ION CONSTANT
Derived in the following manner; 65 > work age range

16

49 yrs .. 1 yr .0Z
assuming no gra,dient in the number of people.

0025 A JBS, K=FARMJ. KiMANJ. KWSER JIG. K-SERRRPL. K
JOBS

0026 A PJBS. K=DL1, K
PREVIOUS JOBS

0027 C AFFOR=. 30
AREA OF WASHINGTON COUNTY AFFECTED BY 01L REFlNERY
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HEW. K=HEWP. K+HEWY. K
TOTAL HEW CAPABILITIES

OOZ8 A

HEWY. K=MTHEW, JKe. 5
HEW OPERATING BUDGET

0029 A

0030 L

0031 N

0032 R DR1. KL =JBS, K
DUMMY RATE ONE

DRZ. KL=DL1. K
DUMMY RATE TWO

0033 R

0034 L

0037 R

0038 R

Sl=25E6 DOLLARS0039 C

ST 1=5 YEAR0040 C

SZ =30E6 DOLLARS0041 C

STZ=6 YEAR004Z C

S3=-ZOE6 DOLI ARS0043 C

ST 3--7 YEAR0044 C

S4=- 35E6 DOLLARS0045 C

0046 C ST4=8 YEAR

S5 =10 E6 DO LLARS0047 C

ST5=12 YEAR0048 C

S6 = -10E6 DO LLARS0049 C

0050 C

0035 N

0036 R

Estimate of the fraction of Washington County that actually
experiences the adverse effects of the oil refinery operations.

DLl. K= DLl. JQDT! DR1. JK-DR2. JK!
DUMMY LEVEL ONE

DL1= WWI
DUMMY LEVEL ONE INITIAL CONDITION

NI, K=NI. J+ DT! CAPINVN, JK+REINVN. JK-DEPRN. JK!
LEVEI OF NEW 1NQUSTRY

NI=0
LEVEI OF NEW INDUSTRY INITIAL CONDITION
All existing industry at the beginning of the model is classified
as old; therefore, no new industry can exist at that point.
CAPINVN. KL= STEP S1, STl!+STEP S2, STZ!+STEP S3, ST3!+
STEP S4, ST4! INSTEP S5, ST5!+STEP S6, ST6!!
CAPITAI INVESTMENT IN NEW INDUSTRY

REINVN. KL= PROFAC! NI. K! DEPRNC!
REINVESTMENT IN NEW INDUSTRY

DEPRN. KJ g NI. K! DEPRNC!
DEPRECIATION OF NEW INDUSTRY

ST6 =13 Y EAR
Equations 0039 through 0050 represent a schedule of how funds
are spent when building an oil refinery of the size projected in
the model.  Governor's Task Force, Ig72b, p. 10l. !
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0051 A

0052 C

0053 C

0054 R

0055 C

0056 L

0057 N

0058 R

0059 C

0060 A

0061 C

0062 C

0063 C

BPDO, K= lE5 ! STOLFUN. K!
BARRELS PER DAY OUTPUT

PROFAC =1
PROFIT FACTOR

This assumes that the refinery will operate profitably,
DEPRNC=. 07
DEPRECIATION CONSTANT
This form denotes an exponential decay with an initial slope
of four te en year s .
 Atlantic World Port Inc., n. d. !

PGRN, KL=  YBO. K! POLPB! I/BCPBO!
POLLUTION GENERATION RATE OF NEW INDUSTRY
POLPB =, 23
POLLUTION PER REFINED BARREL
 SCEP, 1970, p. 26Z.!
50x pollution per thousand metric tons = 0. 053 tons.
8. 5 bbl equals approximately one metric ton.
50 equals approximately 5. 5 percent of total pollution.
These conversions produce the figure of . Z3 pounds of
"pollution" per barrel of oil refined.
POLN. K=POLN. Jg DT! PGRN. JK-POLABSN. JK!
POLLU TION LEVEL FROM NEW INDUSTRY
POLN=0

POLLUTION LEVEL FROM NEW INDUSTRY INITIAL CONDITION
POLABSN. Kl = PAC! POLN. K!
POLLUTION ABSORPTION RATE

PAC=, 25

POLLUTION ABSORPTION CONSTANT
It is assumed that for the given size of the refinery and the
characteristics of the area pollution dissipates exponentially
with an initial rate of one-fourth per year. It is further assumed
that no permanent damage occurs,

STOLFUN. K-STEP STFl, 8!+STEP STF2, 9!
ON-LINE FUNCTION

STF1=. 5

STF2=. 5
STEP FUNCTION VALUES
On the assumption that the refinery will gradually be brought up
to full capacity, these factors were included to parallel the
situation.

BCPBO=.98
BARRELS OF CRUDE TO BARRELS OUTPUT EFFICIENCY
 Carman, 1963.!
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0064

0065

0066

0067

0068 N

0069

0070

0071

0072

0073 C

A0074

0075 A L
0076

0077 N

0078 A C
0079

0080

C

A A

PACO=. 33
POLI UTION ABSORPTION CONSTANT FOR OLD INDUSTRY
Refer to equation 0059. The starting slope is one-third decay/
year, assuming that existing industries are not as taxing on the
environment as the oil refinery,

POLABSO. KL= PACO! POLOI. K!
POLLUTION ABSORPTION RATE FOR OLD INDUSTRY

PGRO, KL= PACO! POLOI. K!
POLLUTION GENERATION RATE FOR OLD INDUSTRY

POLOI. K=POLOI, J+ DT! PGRO. JK-POLABSO. JK!
LEVEL OF POLLUTION FOR OLD INDUSTRY

POLOI=2. 8E6/2
LEVEI OF POLLUTION FOR OLD INDUSTRY INITIAL
CON DIT IO N

CWN. K= CAPINVN. JK! FCITCW!
CONSTRUCTION WAGES FROM NEW INDUSTRY

FCITCW=. ZO
FRACTION OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO CONSTRUCTION
WAGES
 Governor's Task Force, 1972b, p. 14,!

PO LP. K =48. 28'sTP. K
POLLUTION FROM PEOPLE
This figure �8. Z8! was derived assuming that balf the present
pollution level in Washington County comes from people.

CJN, K=CWN. K/PWCWN
CONSTRUCTION JOBS FROM NEW INDUSTRY

PWCWN=8600
WAGE ON NEW INDUSTRY CONSTRUCTION JOBS
 Governor's Task Force, 1972b, p. 14. !

C JNL. K =MIN  C JN. K, LSP, K!
CONSTRUCTION JOBS FROM NEW INDUSTRY TO LOCALS

LSP. K=Z60
LOCAL SKILL POOL
 Governor's Task Force, 1972b, p, 14. !

CIDL1. K=CIDL1. J+ DT! CAPINVN. JK!
CAPITAL INVESTMENT DUMMY LEVEL

C IDL1=0
CAPITAL INVESTMENT DUMMY LEVEL INITIAL CONDITION

FRACOM. K=CIDLl. K/TCIP
FRACTION OF CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE

T CIP =115E6
TOTAL COST INITIAL PHASE

P JNL. K= FRACOM. K! STAFF!
PERMANENT JOBS FROM NEW INDUSTRY TO LOCALS
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0081 G

0082 A

0083 C

0084 A

0085 A

0086 L

0090

0091 N

DDRl. KL=S JTSS J. K
DUMMY DELAY RATE ONE

0092 R

DDR2. KL=DDLI, K
DUMMY DELAY RATE TWO

0093 R

0094 T

0095 A

0096 A

0087 N

0088 A

0089 A

STAFF=350 C STAFF=124
OPERATING STAFF OF THE REFINERY
 Hammer, 1969, p. 20; Governor's Task Force, 1972 b, p. 20. !
P JNLW. K= P JNL. K! PWPWN!
WAGES FROM NEW LOCAL PERMANENT JOBS

FWPWN=8. 6E3
PER WORKER WAGE FROM NEW PERMANENT JOB
 Governor's Task Force, 1972b, p. 14, !
YBO. K= BPDO. K!  365!
YEARLY BARRELS OUTPUT

SERRRPL. K=�4! SERJIG, K! STOLFUN. K!
LOSS OF PERMANENT SERVICE JOBS RELATED TO RECREA-

TION,

FARM J. K=FARM J. JQDT! EFC. JK!
FARM JOBS

FARM J=420
FARM JOBS INITIAL CONDITION
 Maine Pocket Data Book, Section 8. 13. !

46. 5 percent of 900 Note: assume 46. 5 percent holds from
county population figures.

MAN J, K.=4224-AMC. K+C JNI . K+P JNL. K
MANUFACTURING JOBS
 Maine Pocket Data Book, Sections 7. 5, and 8. 13. !

SER JIG. K= DULL K! FARM J. K+MANJ. KWSER JT. K!
SERVICE JOBS IN GOVERNMENT

DDLI, K=DDL1. J+ DT! DDR1. JK-DDR2. JK!
DUMMY DELAY LEVEL ONE

DDLl=1. 15
DUMMY DELAY LEVEL ONE INITIAL CONDITION

SJTSSJT =1. 05/l. 15/l. 35/1, 55
SERVICE JOBS TO SERVE PRIMARY SERVICE JOBS TABLE
 Maine Pocket Data Book, Section 8.13.! It is assumed that
t as per capt income rises per capita service  demanded!
also rises.

SJTSSJ, K=TABHI  SJTSSJT, APCINC. K, 1900, 3850, 650!
SERVICE JOBS TO SERVE PRIMARY SERVICE JOBS
APCINC. K=AREAWGS. K/TP. K
AVERAGE PER CAPITA INCOME
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0097 A AREAWGS. K=FARMJ. K+FARMW. K+MANJ, K+MANW, Kt
SER JIG, KsSERWIG USER JT, KsSER JTW- SERRRPL. KeSER WIG
AREA WAGES

0098 R EFC, KL=EFCC
EXOGENOUS CHANGE IN FARM JOBS

0099 C EFCC=O
EXOGENOUS CHANGE IN FARM JOB CONSTANT

0100 A AMC, K=�63! STOI FUN. K!
SEA-RELATED LOSSES IN JOBS
 Maine Pocket Data Book, Sections 7. 44, 7. 36.!

7930 total Maine fishermen
3972 fishermen who derive less than half their income from

fishing  assume . 4!

3958 full-time fishermen

0104 A MANW. K=�224eMANWC-AMC. KeMANWC+CJNL. KePWCWN
+P JNI, KsPWPWN! /MAN J. K

MANU FACT URING WAGES

C MANWC=7560
MANUFACTURING WAGE CONSTANT

0105

0106 A SERJT, K= TOURDW. K!�40/1. 1E6!
SERVICE JOBS GENERATED BY TOURISM
 Veazie, 1971, p. xiv.!
One hundred forty extra employees are needed to handle service
jobs during the summer peak; 1.1 million tourist days comes
from STNDTD.

A TOURDW. K= STNDTD. K! TURFACI. K! l- . 04eSTOLFUN, K!!
TOURIST DAYS IN WASHINGTON COUNTY

A TURFACI. K=  TURFAC. K/TFNF. K!-1! . 5!+1
TOURIST FACII.ITIES INDEX

A TFNF. K= STNDTD. K!�0E6/!,1E6!
TOURIST FACI LI TIES NORMALI ZATION FACTOR

0107

0108

0109

3958�! 4 397Z . 4!=5547 effective full-time fishermen

1970 value landed=$30. 67 M = !
man/yr

$900,000/$55Z9 = 163 loss in fishing jobs due to refinery
as proposed

0101 C SERJTW =800
SERVICE WAGE S GENERATED BY TOURISM
 Veazie, 1971. !

$110, 000 /140 $800

0102 C SERWIG=7560
SERVICE WAGES INCLUDING STATE AND LOCAI GOVERN-
MENT EMPLOYEES
These, along with other full-time job wages, were derived from
total income and population figures.

0103 A FARMW. K=7560
FARM WAGES
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01� A

0111 L

011Z N

0113 R

0114 R

0115 T

0116 L

0117 N

0118 R

0119 R

0120 C

0121 A

0122 A

OIZ3 A

0124 C

0125 A

0126 A

0127 A

0128 A

TOURPO L. K=TABHL  TPOLT TOURDW. K, 2E6, 3. 5E6, . 5E6!
TOURIST POLLUTION  CROWbING!
STNDTD, K=STNDTD. J+ DT!  I TD. JK-DTD. JK!
STANDARD NUMBER OF TOURIST DAYS

S TNAT D =1. 1E6

STANDARD NUMBER OF TOURIST DAYS I NITIAL CONDITION
 Maine Coastal Resources Renewal, State Planning Office, 1971b, p. Z6.!
Assume 1 0 percent of t otal figure.
I TD. KL=. 09E6
INCREASE IN TOURIST DAYS
 Maine Coastal Resource Renewal,StatePlanningOffice, 1971b,p,26.!
Statewide growth on annual basis for the last decade,

DT D. KL= T OURPO L. K
DECREASE IN TOUR1ST DAYS

TPOLT =0/. 07E6/. 15E6/, 3E6
TOURIST CROWDING TABLE

TURFAC. K=TURFAC. Ji DT!  MTURFAC. JK-DTURFAC. JK!
TOURIST FACILI TIES

T UR FAG =10 E6
TOURIST FACILITIES INITIAL CONDITION

MTURFAC. KL=MFTF. K+MSTF. K+MLTF. K
MONEY TO TOURIST FACILITIES

DTURFAC.KL=TURFAC.K+TURFDC
DEPRECIATION OF TOURIST FACILITIES
TURFDC=, 07
TOURIST FACILITY DEPRECIATION CONSTANT
Mponentiai decay with an initial decay rate of 1/14 per year,
DLTF. K=TOURDW. KeDRTFTD, K
DESIRED LEVEL OF TOURIST FACILITIES

DRTFTD. K=�3! liDLG. K!
DESIRED RATIO OF TOURIST FACILITIES TO TOURIST DAYS
DIITF. K=DLTF. K- TURFAC. K
DESIRED INCREASE IN TOURIST FACILITIES
FITFTY=. 3
FRACTION OF DESIRED INCREASE IN TOURIST FACILlTIES
REQUESTED THIS YEAR

T YDIITF. K=FITFTYeDIITF, K
THIS YEAR DESIRED INCREASE IN TOURiST FACILITIES
DLISF. K= DRISF. K! NI, KWI. K!
DESIRED LEVEL OF INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
OL K=208E6
OLD INDUSTRY

 Census Of Maine Manufs.cturies 1970. !
1965- -1969 total industry capital investment=$69. 4 MM 13. 9M/yr

assume 15 years depreciation M 15x$13. 9M=$Z08M
DRISF. K= . 60!�+DLG. K!
DESIRED RATIO OF INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
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0129 L

0130 N

0131 R

0132 R

0133 A

0134 C

0135 A

0136 A

0137 A

0138 A

0139

0140

0144

0145

0146

0147

0148

A A C
A

A A A

ISF. K=ISF. JQDT! MISF. JK-DISF. JK!
INDUSTIGAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

ISF =94 E6
INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES INITIAL CONDITION

MISF. KL=MFISF. K+MSISF. K+MLISF. K
MONEY TO INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

DISF. KL= ISF. K! DISFC!
DEPRECIATION OF INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

DIISF. K=DLISF. K-ISF. K
DESIRED INCREASE IN INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

FIIDTY=. 3
FRACTION OF DESIRED INCREASE IN INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT
FACILITIES REQUESTED THIS YEAR

T YDIISF. K=FIID f Y~DIISF. K
THIS YEAR DESIRED INCREASE IN INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT
FACILITIES

SSBIISF, K=SISFFeT YDIISF. K
STATE SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE TO INDUSTRIAL
SUPPORT FACILITIES

LSBIISF. K=LISFFeTYDIISF. K
LOCAL SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE TO INDUSTRIAL
SUPPORT FACILITIES

MFISF, K=MSISF. K/�-FISFF!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FOR INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

MSISF. K= SSBIISF, K/TWCDS. K! MATWC. K!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM STATE GOVERNMENT
FOR INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

MLISF. K=  LSBIISF. K/TWCDL. K!  LMA. K!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FOR INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

DISFC=. 07
INDUST RIAL SUPPORT FACILIT Y DEPRECIATION CONSTANT
Chosen so as to begin e~onentiaI decay at 1/14 per year.

SSBITF. K=STFFeTYDIITF, K
STATE SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE IN TOURIST
F ACI LITIES

LSBITF. K=LTFFeT YDIITF. K
LOCAL SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE IN TOURIST
FACILITIES

MFTF. K=MSTF, K/�-FTFF!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FOR TOURIST FACILITIES

MSTF. K= SSBITF. K/TWCDS, K92 MATWC. K!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FOR TOURIST FACILITIES
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0149 A

0153 N

0154 R

0155 R

0156 A

0157 A

015 8

0159 R

0160 C

0161 N

0162 C

016 3

0164 C

0165 A

0166 A

0167 A

0141 C

014Z C

MLTF. K=! LSBITF, K/TWCDL. K! LMA. K!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FOR TOURIST FACILITIES

MEWP = 30E6
LEVEL OF HEW FACILITIES INITIAL CONDITION

MTHEW. KL=MLHEW. K+MSHEW. KtMFHEW. K
MONEY TO HEW FACILITIES

DHEW. KL=HEWP, K+DHEWC
DEPRECIATION OF HEW FACILITIES

DLHEW. K=DLHEWPP. K+TP. K
DESIRED LEVEL OF HEW

DLHEWPP. K/ 2420! l+DLG. K!
DESIRED LEVEL OF HEW PER PERSON

DLG. K=DLG. Jt DT! DLGRL JK!
GROWTH DUMMY LEVEL

D LGR I. KL =  D LG R C !   D LG. K!
GROWTH RATE

DLGRC =0
GROWTH RATE CONSTANT
Chosen so as to reflect no increase in demand as a function
of time only.

DLG=O

GROWTH DUMMY LEVEL 1NITIAL CONDITION

D HEWC =. 10
DEPRECIATION FACTOR FOR HEW FACII ITIES
Chosen so as to reflect an exponential decay with the initial
drop being 10 percent per year.
DIIHEW. K=DLHEW. K-HEWP. K
DESIRED INCREASE IN HEW

FIHEWTY=. 5
FRACTION OF DESIRED INCREASE IN HEW REQUESTED
THIS YEAR

TYDIHEW, K=DIIHEW. K+FIHEWT Y
THIS YEAR DESIRED INCREASE IN HEW

SSBIHEW, K=SHE WF<T YDIHEW. K
STATE SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE TO HEW

I SBIHEW. K=-LHEWF+T YDIHEW. K
LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S SHARE OF BURDEN OF INCREASE
OF HEW

FISFF=, 287 FEDERAL INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
FRACTION

SISFF =. 485 STATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
FRACTION
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0143 C IISFF=. ZZ8 LOCAL INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
FRACTION

0150 C FTFF=. 150 FEDERAL TOURIST FACII ITIES FRACTION

0151 C STFF=. 425 STATE TOURIST FACILITIES FRACTION

0152 C LTFF=. 425 LOCAL TOURIST FACILITIES FRACTION

0168 C FHEWF =. 463 FEDERAL HEW FRACTION

0169 C SHEWF=. 326 STATE HEW FRACTION

0170 C LHEWF =. 211 LOCAL HEW FRACTION

Equations 0141--0143, 0150--0152,0168--0170 were derived in
the manner shown in Table C. l.

TABLE C. l.

F e der a 1 money to s tate

0. E,O., l970, pp. /6-17

State expenditur es HEW $192, 6E6

TF $ 16, 5E6

ISF $67. 5E6

HEW $1Z4. 6E6

TF $ Assumed to be the
same as for state

ISF $31. 7E6

 Maine Legislative Research Committee, 1967, p. 35!
  Continued!

Federal money to Washington County

[Stat f M I, F' I R~tf970, p.b. f

I o ca 1 exp end itur e s

HEW $9. 8E6

TF . 196E3

ISF 1 . 79 E6

HEW $273E6

TF 5. 8E6

ISF 39. 9E6
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TABLE C. I   Continued!

Note: It is assumed that federal cooperative spending is a
function of the state's ability to come up with its share of the
money.
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0171 A

0172 A

0173 A

0174 A

0175 A

0176 T

0177 A

0178 A

0179 A

0180 A

0181 A

0182 A

0183 A

0184 A

0185

MFHEW, K=MSHEW. K/�-FHEWF!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FOR HEW

MSHEW. KQSSBIHEW. K/TWCDS, K! MATWC, K!
ACTUAL MONEY RECEIVED FROM STATE FOR HEW

MLHEW. K=  LSBIHEW. K/TWCDL. K! LMA. K!
ACT UAI MONEY RECEIVED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FOR HEW

MPC JA. K - 3257
MAINE'S AVERAGE PER CAPITA INCOME
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, table 6. 3.!
DPCIF. K=  AREAWGS. K/TP, K!-MPCIA. K! /MPCIA. K
DIFFERENTIAL PER CAPITA INCOME FRACTION

NFT=Z/1/. 95
REI.ATIVE NEED FUNCTION TABLE

FMTS. K=85E6
FEDERAL MONEY TO STATE
 State Of Maine Financial Re ort 1971.!
STABUD. K=STSLSTW. K+STPERTW, KtSTCORTW. K+
kIUNFISW. KtSMOVEHW, K+SGLCTW. K+SIFOC. K+FMT S. K
STATE BUDGET

STSLSTW. K= SSTPTD! TOURDW. K!+ SSTPLP! TP. K!
STATE SALES TAX FROM WASHINGTON COUNTY

STPERTW, K= WW1, K! SPERIT, K!
STATE PERSONAL INCOME TAX FROM WASHINGTON COUNTY
STCORTW. K= CORING, K! SCORIT!
STATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX FROM WASHINGTON COUNTY
MUNFISW, K= I CPTD! TOURDW. K!+ LCPLP! TP, K!
HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSE REVENUES FROM WASHING-
TON COUNTY

SMOVEHW. K= NVPLP. K! STPV! TP. K!+ NLPR!�. 50! TP. K!
MOTOR VEHICI E TAXES FROM WASHINGTON COUNTY

SGLCTW. K=  GI CTGPT! TOURDW, K!+ GLCTGPL! TP, K!
GAS, LK}UOR, CIGARETTE TAXES FROM WASHINGTON
COUNT Y

SIFO C = 2 3 8 E6
STATE REVENUES FROM OTHER COUNTIES
 State of Maine, Maine Handbook, p. 295; Financial Re ort 1970.!

Washin ton Count = 1.116 =, 02]5,. other counties = 97, 85%
me Maine

$327. 9M total85. 3M from f ederal government ~97. 85%x$242. 6M=$238E6
$242. 6M
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0186 C

= $. 153/tourist
day

0187 C

0188 C

0189 A

0190 C

0191

019 2

019 3

0194

0195 A

C

C

C C

I CPTD=. 153
LICENSE COST PER TOURIST DAY
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section 1Z. 1Z. !

$1. 149M resident $ ! $L 15/I icenses
994K population

$1. 884M
1Z. 6E6 tourist days

NLPR=. 49
NUMBER OF LICENSES PER RESIDENT
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section 11, 22. !

491E3 49491E 3 = Numb er of driver ' s licenses 9 94E 3

LCPLP -l. 15

LICENSE PER LOCAL PERSON
See equation 0186.

NVPI P, K=. 40+. 005+TIME. K
NUMBER OF VEHICLES PER LOCAL PERSON
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section. 11, 22. !

396E3 vehicles
= . 4. It is assumed that this figure will994 E3 population grow to . 5 by ]990.

STPV =15
STATE TAX PER VEHICLE
 State of Maine, Maine Handbook, p,289,!
GLCTGPT =. 51

GAS, LIQUOR,AND CIGARETTE TAXES PER TOURIST DAY
 State of Maine, Financial Re ort 1970, p. 6. !

$6. 3M6 tourist related
$1 2. 3E6 tourist days
GI CTGPL=77. 60
GAS, LIQUOR, AND CIGARETTE TAX PER LOCAL PERSON
 State of Maine, Financial Re ort 1970, p, 6.!

$83. ZE6- 6. 07E = .13E 77. 13E6 /994E3 = $77. 60
SSTPTD=, 49
STATE SALES TAX PER TOURiST DAY
 State of Maine, Financial Re ort 1970, p,6,!
607E6/l2. 3E6 = . auras ay

SSTPLP =6 3. 5 8
STATE SALES TAX PER LOCAI PERSON
 State of Maine, Financial Re rt 1970, p. 6. !

$63. 2E6/994E3=$63. 58/resident

SPERIT, K= TABH L SPERIT T, APERINC. K=O, 11E3, 1E3!
STATE PERSONAL INCOME TAX
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0196 C

0197 A

0198 A

0199 A

0200 A

0201 A

0202 A

0203 A

0204 A

0205 A

0206 A

0207 A

0208 A

0209 T

SCORIT =. 04
STATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX RATE
 State of Maine, Taxation and Laws, p. 5. !

Before federal tax ~, 04

TWCDS. K=SSRIHEW. K+SSBIISF. K+SSBITF. K+TYRFOSW. K
TOTAL WASHINGTON COUNTY DEMAND

TYRFOSW. K= . 15! SSBIHEW. KiSSBIISF, K+SSBITF, K!
THIS YEAR REQUESTS FOR OTHER SERVICES-WASHINGTON
COUNT Y
 State of Maine, Financial Re ort 1970, p. 6,!

$41. 3M other
$276. 7M HEW, TF, ISF

TDOS, K=TWCDS. K+TDBOC. K
TOTAL DEMAND ON STATE

TDBOC. K=308E6
TOTAL DEMAND BY OTHER COUNTY
The $318M total is assumed to be proportional to population.
 State of Maine, Financial Re ort 1970, p. 6.!
MATWl, K=MIN TWCDS. K,  SPPFTWC, K! STABUD. K!!
MINIMUM ALLOCATION TO WASHINGTON COUNTY

MAT WC. K=MAX�, MAT Wl. K!
NON - N EGATIVE CONSTRAINT

SPPFTWC. K=  WCSTG. K / STABUD, K!  SIvIABDF K! SMABNF. K!
STATE POTENTIAL PAYMENT TO WASHINGTON COUNTY
FACTOR

S MA BD F. K=1
STATE MONEY ALLOCATED BY DEMAND FUNCTION
For this simulation it is assumed that there is no special demand
f r om any one area.

SMAHNF. K=TAHHL NFT, DPCIF. K, -. 2, . 2!
STATE MONEY ALLOCATED BY NEED FUNCTION

WCSTG. K=STABVD, K-SIFOC, K
WASHINGTON COUNTY STATE TAX GENERATOR

CORING. K=I0650E3
CORPORATE INCOME
 Maine Pocket Data Hook 1971, Section 7,4,!

Volume = $71E6. A profit of 15 percent before taxes is
as sumed.

APERINC. K=AREAWGS. K/WWI. K
AVERAGE PERSONAL INCOME FOR WORKERS

SPERIT T =0/10/20/40/60/80/110/140/170/200/230/250
STATE PERSONAL INCOME TAX TABLE
 State of Maine, Taxation and I aws.!
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0210 A LCLBUD, K=PRTX, K
I OCAL BUDGET

0211 A PRTX. K= PTXR! PRESPRO. K+NPROPV, K!
PROPERT Y TAX

PRESPRO. K=76. 7E6
PERSONAL PROPERT Y
 Maine Pocket Data Book 1971, Section 4.23.!
PTXR=. 05
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX RATE
 State of Main.e, Re ort of The Bureau of Taxation. !

0212 A

0213 C

0215 A ODFLTM. K= . 20! LSBIISF. KiLSBITF. KtLSBIHEW. K!
OTHER DEMAND FOR LOCAL TAX DOLLARS

0216 A LM1. K= LCLBUD. K! MIN�, TWCDL. K/LCI BUD. K!!
LOCAL MONEY ALLOCATION FACTOR

0217 A I MA. K=MAX�, LM1. K!
NON -NEGATIVE CONST RAINT

OZIS A OPD. K=�6. 7E6/29. 9E3! TP. K!-76 7E6
OTHER PROPERT Y DEVELOPMENT

0219 A NPROPV. K" NI. K+OPD. K
NEW PROPERTY TAX BASE

02ZO PLOT WWOI=U  0, 1E4! /WWI=E�E3, 15E3! /TP=P�8E3, 36E3!
0221 PLOT TPI=P�, 8! /MP=I  -100,100! /PCHEW=H�200, 2ZOO! /MHEW=Z

  -200, ZOO! /UNEMP=U  0, . 2! /MUNEMP= 3 -1000, 1000!
0222 PLOT ISF=I�0E6, 180E6! /HEW=H�5E6, 65E6! /TURFAC=E�,40E6!
0223 PLOT MAN J=MI 3500, 7500'! /SER JIG=S�500, 7500! /APERINC=

A �500,8500!

OZZ4 SPEC DT=, 25/LENGTH=20/PRTPER=O/PLTPER=. 5

0214 A TWCDL. K=LSBIISF. KtLSBITF. K+LSBIHEW. KIDDFLTM. K
TOTAL WASHINGTON COUNTY DEMAND FOR LOCAL MONEY
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and other auxiliary variables. The other can be the first part of a two-
equation set describing a table function. The forms are

A AUXILIARY. K=EXPRESSION

A TABLE FUNCTION, K=TABLE FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS
T TABLE=VALUES

The symbol for auxiliaries is a circle, Q; its identification letter is A.
Constant terms are introduced by initial-value or constant equations.

Their formats are

N LEVEL=INITIAL VALUE

C CONSTANT = VALUE.

l 85

There are four basic types of equations in DYNAMO; �! level,  Z! rate,
�! auxiliary, and �! constant. Each has its own symbol and format.

The level equation is designated by the letter L. The equation format
is L LEVEL.K=LEVEL. J+ DT! RATES. JK!, and its symbol is a rectangle:

The rate equation starts with the letter R. It takes the form;
R RATE. KL=EXPRESSION, Its symbol is the valve: ~

Auxiliaries ha.ve two forms. The first is a combination of rates, levels,





Appendix E

DYNAMO graphs are printed according to the standard format shown in

figur e E. 1.
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Graphical output uses a code for power of ten multip!ters which
appears immediately after the scale value. The most frequently used
symbols are:

- 9
E = 10

- 6
E = 10

3
A = 10

T = 10

IYI = 10

I3 = 10

Should further information about DYNAMO be desired, see

Alexander Pugh III, DYNAMO II User's Manual  Cambridge, Mass.

The M. I. T. Free s, 1970!.




